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Appendix 1 Figure 1.  Front and back cover of the logbook distributed to fishermen in the Pribilof Islands halibut longline fishery. 
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Appendix 1 Figure 2.  Inside pages to record individual sightings in the logbook distributed to fishermen in the Pribilof Islands halibut longline fishery. 
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Appendix 1 Figure 3.  Inside pages of the front and back cover of the St. Paul Island logbook. 
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Appendix 1 Figure 4.  First and last pages of the logbook distributed to fishermen in the Pribilof Islands halibut longline fishery
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Introduction to the Pilot Study: Predation on Northern Fur Seals in the 
Pribilof Islands 
Between 2000 and 2004, the estimated number of northern fur seal pups born on St. Paul and St. 
George Island declined by 22%, causing concern about the sustainability of the Pribilof Island 
population. A number of factors have been considered to explain recent fur population declines, 
including entanglement in marine debris, competition with commercial fisheries and most 
recently, predation by killer whales and other marine predators. At present, little is known about 
extent of predation on fur seals in the Pribilof Island archipelago, a factor that may influence fur 
seal population dynamics. The Traditional Council of St. George Island, in collaboration with the 
Tribal Government of St. Paul Island and Kate Wynne, lead project PI, at the University of 
Alaska, Fairbanks, has designed this study to collect baseline information on the distribution and 
behavior of predators of northern fur seals in the near-shore region around the Pribilof Islands. 
 
The primary objective of this study is to collect baseline information on the nature of predation 
on fur seals in the near-shore region around the Pribilof Islands and to assess whether it is 
possible to estimate the extent of near-shore fur seal mortality. In view of their year-round 
presence on the islands, the Aleut communities of St. Paul and St. George Island represent a 
unique source of insight into this poorly understood, yet vital aspect of northern fur seal 
population dynamics. This study will use two methods to collect data; a data collection program 
in the local subsistence and commercial halibut fishery and a survey of local and traditional 
knowledge (LTK). Emphasis will be placed on assessing current and historical trends in the 
location, numbers and seasonality of killer whale and Steller sea lion observations as well as the 
frequency and extent of observed predation events. We will also collect information to evaluate 
whether additional predators (e.g. sharks) are a significant presence in the near-shore 
environment. Both the LTK survey and fisheries data collection program will also focus on the 
collection of specific information on the nature and extent of marine mammal/fisheries 
interactions in the local halibut fishery. The overall design and implementation of this study is to 
be integrated with a separate Phase II proposal to conduct a near-shore killer whale photo 
identification study that will be submitted for funding at a later date.  
 
The purpose of this manual are to provide; an overview of the goals and method used in the 
study, an understanding of the data collection, tracking and transfer protocol, provide 
suggestions on how to support participants and guide them in the collection and transfer of 
accurate and useful data for the program. Detailed description of the logbook and supporting data 
forms are provided. More information concerning the study can be found in Appendixes 1. 
Program proposal. The manual is divided in to two section the first provide information about the 
at sea log book program while the second section provides information concerning the Local 
Traditional Knowledge Survey. 
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Introduction to the At Sea Logbook Program 
The first component of the study will be to develop a data collection program for at sea marine 
mammal observations. This at sea logbook program will operate from the decks of local 
subsistence and commercial halibut fishing and other vessels in the general Pribilof area. 
Participants will collect observation data of opportunistic marine mammal sightings focusing 
particularly on northern fur seal interactions with killer whales and Steller sea lions. Data will 
also be collected regarding killer whale interactions with fishing activities. The data will be 
recorded into at sea logbooks provided at the beginning of the fishing season. On each island a 
field coordinator will distribute logbooks, brief fishermen about the program, and collect data in 
season. Data will be compiled into a database and analyzed at the end of the season for a final 
report which will be presented in the fall of 2006. To ensure the data collected is reliable, 
program personnel can help ensure that the participants can correctly identify marine mammals 
and understand how to fill out their logbooks correctly. Before and in season contact with 
participating fishermen and mariners will provide opportunities to make sure that the efforts 
made by fishermen and the data they collect can used and presented in final reports. Section I of 
this manual includes detailed information regarding the logbook program,  how to fill out the 
logbooks, filling out various forms logbook tracking and data transfer purposes and entry into a 
database, as well as suggestions on interacting with fishermen and program participants. This 
manual is provided in a digital format so it may be edited and adapted to fit the field coordinators 
needs. To protect data collection consistency any changes to the logbook data fields should be 
agreed to by the program’s Principle Investigators.  
 

Data Collection and Transfer Protocol 
Fishermen and participating mariners will be given field logbooks to collected marine mammal 
sightings as outlined in the guide. Program personnel will keep track of logbook distribution and 
data transfer status through the Logbook Tracking From-Fishermen and Mariners at Sea. When 
distributing logbooks filed personnel will brief fishermen about the program and cover how to 
complete logbook entries with fishermen. In addition field personnel will gather vital contact 
information and establish in season check in and data transfer opportunities with participants. 
This information will be recorded onto Vessel Record From and can be updated throughout the 
season. Program personal will collect data from the participants throughout the season using the 
logbook tracking and Vessel Record Forms to help organize and track these efforts. During each 
transfer of data field personnel will fill in a Cover for Data Transfer Form documenting any 
comments or changes in logistics since the last data transfer. Specific comments for each 
sighting maybe entered into the Sighting Detailed Notes Form. A photo/video Tracking sheet 
keeps track of images delivered to the program to be copied and used. The data will be entered 
into a database, analyzed, and presented in a final report. In order to track data collection and 
transfer tracking forms have been provided. A list of data and tracking forms is listed below. 
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List of Logbook and Tracking Forms 
 

1) Logbooks (preprinted at sea logbooks) 
2) Logbook Tracking Form-Fishermen and Mariners At Sea (spreadsheet) 
3) Vessel Record Form (spreadsheet) 
4) Cover for Data Transfer Form with Field Notes (spreadsheet) 
5) Sighting Detailed Notes (spreadsheet) 
6) Photo/Video Tracking Log (spreadsheet) 

Protocol Summary 
 

• Familiarize Program personnel with involved organizations and PI’s, program manual, 
logs, and tracking forms, and program goals. 

• List out potential participants when and how to contact  them 
• List out information on confirmed participants in Logbook Tracking Form-Fishermen 

and Mariners At Sea and Vessel Record Form. 
• Meet with fishermen and give out log books review, go over program.  Fill out additional 

information for Vessel Record Form. Set up first data transfer time place and methods. 
• Contact participants, collect data, ask questions, and fill out relevant forms; Cover for 

Data Transfer Form with Field Notes, Sighting Detailed Notes, and 
• Photo/Video Tracking Log. Provide updates for the Vessel Record and Logbook 

Tracking Form. 
• Make sure participant retains a log for the next trip. Make arrangements for next data 

transfer. 
• Record data in database or pass on to data base person. Copy photographic images and 

return. Update Photo/Video log. 
• Update status forms. Report any unusual sightings or comments to PI’s. 
• Repeat until the season is over. 
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At Sea Logbooks  
Each participant should be provided with at least one logbook. Participants may include all local 
commercial and substance fishermen, willing to participate in the program, who plan to fish 
regularity in the study area this season (June to September). Other participants may include 
mariners traveling regularly in the areas (ferrying people or cargo between or off island), 
“outside” fishermen who will be fishing regularly in the area and understand and can fully 
participate in the program. Several extra copies of the logbook should be available to give out to 
new participants and in case logbooks are lost. Make sure to order more in advance from Kate 
Wynne if needed. Additionally, in season copies can be made from electronic files provided. 
Changes made to the logbook format should be run by the program PIs to make sure all of us are 
working with the same format and to maintain database integrity. General instructions to filling 
out the logbooks are presented on the first inside page for easy reference at sea. If a participant is 
given more than one logbook make sure to number the front of all logbooks given to them so 
they are not mixed up during data transfers.  
 
An explanation of select entry fields: 
 
Front Cover:  
Although there is currently no indicated space for it enters in a number in the front of the 
logbook. The numbers should be sequence for each participant. Most participants will have no 
more than two logbooks issued to them; Logbook1 and 2. 
 
First Inside Page: 
Vessel Name: Enter in the name of the vessel. A new logbook is issued for each vessel. If a 
participant operates on several vessels over the season and there are concerns regarding the 
number of available logbooks simply add the names and accompany information onto the front 
cover of the logbook and the alternative vessel name on each sighting page. 
ADFG #: Enter the vessel identification number. Most fishing vessel should have a number 
provided by ADFG. Other registration numbers for vessels not having ADFG number could be 
used. The purpose of the number is to provide another identification to avoid confusion if for 
example two vessels have the same name. 
Size: Enter an estimate vessel length in feet. 
Logbook dates: Start: The date the logbook was issued and the date it was return to the program. 
 
 

 
 
 
Sighting pages: 
 
Date:  The date of the beginning of the sighting. Enter in two digits for (date/month/year). 
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Time: The time the sighting began to the time the sighting ended or the participant stopped 
observing. Use 24 hour military time if possible otherwise indicate am or pm. 
Observer: The person who made the sighting. Usually this will be the participant but it may 
sometimes be a crew member. This will allow us to know who to talk with if we have questions 
regarding the sighting. 
Position: Ideally provide latitude and longitude positions of the vessel. If this is not possible then 
maps have been provided on the inside front page of the logbooks with an overlaid grid 
containing position number codes.  
 

 
 
 
Your activity: Circle the activity that best reflects what the vessel was doing at the time of the 
sighting. More than one code can be circled if appropriate. For example if whales were sighted 
while soaking and retrieving the gear circles both. Write in other activities if no appropriate ones 
are listed. Write in comments any activities you feel may have effect behavior of marine 
mammals. 
Gear: Circle the gear type in use (in the water). Two types can be listed if they are being used 
simultaneously (i.e. jigging while longline soaks). Again use comments for any observations 
about the gear that may be relevant to the sighing. 
Catch: Circle the primary catch or if not yet know the target species. 
Bait: Circle the type of bait(s) used during this sighting. Write in other baits used if not listed. 
Deterrents: Occasionally fishermen may use deterrents to keep marine mammals off their gear. 
Circle the deterrent(s) used. 
Response: Circle the behavior in response to the deterrent if any. 
Photos/ Video? Y N Circle to indicate whether images were taken during this sighting.  Roll#: 
This is the participant labels their roll of film, disk, tape or other medium carrying the image. 
Number: List the frame number of the film, images, or other form of identifying later which 
images go to this sighting. 
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Circle type and describe if distinctive marks are seen on animal: Circle as many options as 
appropriate. Be sure to describe markings in best detail.  
Have you seen this animal or pod before?   Y    N   (if so how ID). It is very important to 
describe and establish what characteristics make the resighting a possibility. Markings, behavior, 
composition of the group. If unsure list the characteristics and simple state unsure. 
Where seen before? List area (see map or Lat./Log.) 
When seen before? List approximate date (day/month/year) of last time sighted 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Species: Circle the appropriate code. Do not circle more than one. Fill in blank for  species not 
listed. Species codes are listed on the inside back cover of the logbook. This is the most 
important entry field in the log book. It can be very difficult to identify marine mammals at sea. 
Species codes such as pnniped unidentified or large whale are preferable to inaccurate guesses of 
a specific species. It is therefore important to verify species identification with the participant. It 
should be made clear to participant that they should feel comfortable being honest about their 
ability to identify a species. Ask what cues they used to make the species identification. There 
may be observations of marine mammals not listed in the log book. Confirmed identification of 
such species may be entered into the log after the trip. A more complete list of codes is providing 
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in this manual. ID confidence: Check the one that best applies. If unsure of ID describe why 
(dark, weather, not good view, bad angle, glare) and describe ID cues below in comments.  
Total Number: Enter in the best estimate of total number seen during this sighting event.  
Number by age: Composition of group. How many bulls, adults, subadult, calves or pups,  
clearly identifiable. List unknowns as such. Describe in comments how sex and age 
identification was established.   
Behavior: Ideally use codes we provide on the inside back cover of the logbook. This behavior 
code list provides as sense of what behavior cues are useful to us. However use any words that 
might better reflect the behavior. List as many codes and words as needed. Use the comment 
space below if needed. This section is especially important if an interaction between two species 
or fur seal predation event is observed.  
Interaction with other species:  Fill as with above but only use for other species. If more than 
two species are involved record this in comments with accompanying data such as species, 
number, age and behavior. If sharks are seen near or interacting with fur seals record this here in 
detail.  
More information, comments, and drawings: If not enough space is provided use extra sheets or 
pages with date and time reference to this sighting event. They can be attached to the sighting 
page or back of logbook. 
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Logbook Tracking and Data Transfer Forms 
Ideally we will be able to collect data from fishermen through out the season. This is important 
for several reasons: We can check if data is being collected correctly; we can avoid the lost of 
data by collecting it in season (in case someone misplaces a log book or it is washed overboard 
before the end of the season), we can enter in data as the season progresses and get a feel for any 
problems or opportunities that might otherwise be missed, (very useful in a pilot program). The 
following forms are providing to help organize data distribution, tracking, and collection. They 
can be adapted to best suit your needs. One option is to have the forms available while in the 
field in a three ring binder or clip board. Below is a brief description of each form. The forms 
can be filled out electronically or printed out and filled in by hand (or both). These forms may 
make it easier to keep track of program efforts and maintain consistency especial if the data is 
collected by hired field technicians or/and by several PI’s over the season.  

Logbook Tracking Form-Fishermen and Mariners At Sea  
These are adaptable forms provided to help keep track of all participants, logbook distribution, 
and data transfers. All participants should be able to fit on one page making it easy to quickly 
glance through and assess status. The” log #” column reflects the logbook number. While many 
participants may only use a single logbook during the season some may use two or more. 
Fishermen may exchange two logbooks to facilitate data transfers. Logbooks should be 
numbered on the first page. The first two columns “start” and “end” dates reflect the first date 
fishermen took out the logbooks and the last day they enter data into this logbook. The right-
hand columns can be adapted to keep track of data transfers events 
 
An explanation of select entry fields: 
Vessel name: Enter the name of the participating vessel.   
Participant: Enter the name of the participant (person onboard filling out the logbook). 
Vessel ID: This is the unique deification number for the vessel such as ADFG #. 
Log #: This is the log book number. Fishermen may be issued more than one log. Each log 
should be numbered.       
Dates (mm/dd):  Enter the dates the log book was used.    
Start: This is the date the logbook was first issued.       
End: This is the date the logbook was returned.       
Data transfer dates:  These can be the dates the data was transferred. (Include no sighting check 
ins).   
1st: The first date fishermen returned a logbook with data and could include dates fishermen 
check in with no sightings.       
 
Example of Filled Out Form 
Logbook Tracking Form-Fishermen and Mariners At   Sea     

        Dates (mm/dd) 
Data transfer dates (include no sighting 
check ins) Circle new logbooks. 

Vessel 
name Participant 

Vessel 
ID 

Log 
# start end 1st 2nd 3rd 

 Flipper  Davey Jones  1234  1  07/14  08/26  07/28  08/12  08/26 
       2  08/26 09/12   09/12      
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Vessel Record Form  
This form provides space to record detail information regarding each participant. These forms 
are best filled out during the first meetings with fishermen and participants. Vital contact 
information for both in season and off season can be recorded (to allow us to ask questions if 
necessary). General information regarding fishing effort may be useful in estimating the best 
time and place to collect and transfer in season data. A data transfer summery table allows for 
quick overview of data collection status. (How many times have we collected data from this 
vessel this month? Or who haven’t we heard from lately? And why might that be? And so forth.). 
These sheets may also provide general information regarding the participants that may prove 
helpful if data is collected by new or multiple people in the program. During the first meeting it 
is a good idea to get a feel of how much experience and expertise participants may have 
regarding identifying, aging and sexing marine mammals. This would be good time to review 
methods to use to carry out such observation and identification. Field coordinators are encourage 
to carry out field guides and other tools to go over species, sex, and age identification of marine 
mammals at sea. (We recommend Kate Wynn’s Alaska Marine Mammals of Alaska field guide). 
This is also an opportunity to discuss the possibility of carrying out a LTK survey with the 
participant and gathering any other information or impressions they may have to offer. More 
information can be added on the back of the sheet. 
 
An explanation of selected entry fields: 
Contact Information: 
Contact person(s): Person filling out logbook and other useful such as contacts, crew, partner, 
parent, processing plant personnel and so forth.    
In season phone # (s): Home, cell and phones numbers to contact during fishing season. 
Off season phone # (s): Contact numbers off season 
Radio(s): Radio channels used especially when near island.     
Address(s): Best contact address(es).         
 Dock/slip (this season): Places most likely to dock vessel. 
Anticipated fishing schedule and season: 
Start fishing: When started fishing. Or sailing time if non fisher. 
Trip duration (days or hours): About how long is each trip. Does this change during the season? 
Delivery place(s): Where they off load fish (loads). Does this change? 
Delivery days (times): When does this usually occur. Will this change? 
Best place/time to review logbook-transfer data (at dock, delivery, home): List best places and 
times. If this changes in season note. 
Logbook(s) record: 
This section of the form serves to provide at quick glace the number of logbooks, sightings, and 
images associated with this participant. It will need to be updated throughout the season (below 
example shows end of season record). 
Participant background:  
Fill these in with yes/no or notes. Use back of sheet if necessary. This section may also need to 
be updated through out the season. 
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Example of Filled Form: 
Vessel Record Form             

Contact information             

Vessel name: Flipper   Vessel ID (ADFG #): 1234   

Contact person(s): Davey Jones Sue Jones      

In season phone # (s): (Mon-Sat) (123)456789 (Sundays) 987, 654, 321   

Off season phone # (s): On island until Dec -Dec. phone (234) 456,567    

Radio(s): Ch. 11           

Address(s): 16 Seal Loop Way, St. Paul Is., AK (PO Box 12)    

  3 Blackberry   Road,   Anchorage  AK     

         

Dock/slip (this season): Mostly at small boat jetty, Offloads at Sea Star      

Anticipated fishing schedule and season           

Start fishing: 12-Jun  End fishing: Mid September?   

Trip duration (days or hours): Usually home at night. 8 to 12 hours of fishing. Augs   May do 
week long 
trips.  

Delivery place(s): Sea Star fisheries.  In August  may deliver to P/V    Sea Ice 

              

Delivery days (times): Every night except Sundays. Around 9pm.    

              

Best place to review logbook-transfer data (at dock, delivery, home):    

  At the deliver dock at night or after Church on Sundays   

Best time (days, time of day) to transfer data:       

  Mornings around 6-7am or at night 9-9:30 pm     

Logbook(s) record Book 1   Book 2   Book 3   

Start date 07/14   08/26     

End date 08/26  09/12       

# of sightings (entries) 4  2     

Photos (number) 1  2       

Video (number) 0  0     

All data transferred (y/n) y  y       

Participant background (fill in yes/no or notes-use back if necessary):Check the back of the form! 
Well briefed, understand the study goals, how to fill log book etc: Yes well briefed!   
         

Understanding of species ID, methods to ID, and age and sex determination of marine mammals: 
Yes, very experienced. Seen "loads”, killer whales etc.. Explained well how to sex and age KW. 

Have they ever seen killer whales, SSL, and fur seals at sea: Yes see all. 30 years fishing.   

Has video or camera: Digital camera.         
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Wants (needs) more information: Wants to know when reports will come out.   

Has reservations, complaints:   Wants to be sure name is not in report.   
Is interested and would like to see results and/or participate in future studies: Yes , maybe.   
Has done LTK survey:   No    Would be willing to:     Maybe        When: Mid July?     

Has other information of interest (stories, past sightings, options ideas: use back of sheet):    
Yes but no time now. Try at LTK interview. (see back for comments)       

Back of Form: Notes and Comments:           

         
Saw a killer whale attack a fur seal two years ago. Has photos. Will try to find them. Near seal point. 

 

Cover for Data Transfer Form with Field Notes  
This form is to take into the field when meeting fishermen and collecting data in season. Every 
two weeks or so participants may be approached for data updates and data transfer. This form 
allows for organizing and collecting information during in season data transfers. There is one 
form filled per participant for each data transfer event. This form many include many or no 
sightings per transfer. Log book entries can be transferred by coping collected data directly from 
the log book by hand, exchanging logbooks, photocopy, photograph, or other means. This form 
should help keep track of what data was transferred previously (what sighting to start this data 
transfer with). In addition updates on fishing effort, new contact information, and next best time 
and place to collect data can also be recorded. This is a good time to ask general questions, 
confirm species, age, and sex identification of sightings in the logbook, and check that the data 
has been entered correctly. Ideally the fishermen or participant will be present during the data 
transfer and a log book will remain with him or her. This makes it easier to be sure they have it 
for the next trip, which in fishing may arises unrepentantly. It also will allow for some discussion 
about what the participant has observed or (heard about) during the last weeks. On the back of 
the form are fields to record information regarding any photographs or videos that may have 
been taken during the last sightings. More detail information on images taken at sea can also be 
recorded in the Photo/Video Tracking Log. 
 
An explanation of select entry fields: 
Date:  Date filling out this form.   
Last transfer date: Date of last data transfer (may wish to fill this out before hand) 
Contact phone or changes in contact information: 
Questions: 
Are there any changes in planned fishing schedule/season: List if there are. Update in Vessel 
Record Form. 
Logbook number of transcribed data: Enter the logbook number you copied data from. 
Logbook number returned to fishermen: Enter the logbook number you return.  
New data copied start date/time: Date/time of first sighting copied during this data transfer. 
New data copied last date/time: Date/time of last sighting copied during this data transfer. 
How data transferred: Check all of listed that apply. 
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New data but not transferred: If fishermen checked in but there was no time to transfer data.  
Explain why. “Called check in over phone but had to leave suddenly. 2 new sightings will be 
back Tuesday night for data transfer”. 
# of new sightings / new data entries (Include none):Enter 0 if no sightings. This is useful as it 
shows us the participant is still active, just nit having sightings. 
Do you have any questions or concerns regarding the data forms (how to fill them out)?List. 
Did you see or hear of any other marine mammal sightings of interested that are not in your 
log? List. Use back of sheet if necessary. 
 
Example of Filled in Form 
Cover for Data Transfer Form with Field Notes           

Use for notes on data collection transfers of all sightings made since data transfer    

Date:  7/28       Last transfer date:  07/14 (start)     

Fishing vessel: Flipper         Vessel ID: 1234     

Contact person(s): Davey Jones                 

Contact phone or changes in contact information:  same         

Questions                   

Are there any changes in planned fishing schedule/season: No.  May Fish until oct.    

                    

Best time and place for next data transfer: same time /place       

                    

Logbook number of transcribed data:  1 Logbook number returned to fishermen: 1 
Date 
returned: 

               Date returned:    07/28 

New data copied start date/time: 7/20 9:30 am  New data copied last date/time:7/25 1:00pm    

How data transferred:  
Copied by 
hand:  Y Phone:   Photocopied: Photo: 

   
Logbook 
exchanged:   No data to transfer:   

    New data but not transferred: If not why:     

# of new sightings / new data entries (Include none): 2       

                    

Do you have any questions or concerns regarding the data forms (how to fill them out)? None   

                    
Did you see or hear of any other marine mammal sightings of interested that are not in your log? Yes ask Jeff about KW 
pod. 

 He told me he  saw 12 KW  Friday.                    
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Sighting Detailed Notes 
This form is to be used to collect detail notes on individual sightings as you review with the 
participant data they collected in the field. When transferring data it is important to the extent 
possible go over all entry fields concerning tags marks, resightings, photos/videos taken, species 
ID, sex, and age verification and any details on number, behavior, and especially interactions 
observed. Ideally you will be able to ask detailed questioned regarding these entries and record 
comments. These notes and comments should not be copied onto the original logbooks. This may 
lead to confusion in regard to who recorded what. Fishermen can correct their own entries if they 
wish as long as the entries are clear. This form is a way to keep track of comments and notes the 
filed coordinator made when going over logbook entries with fishermen during data transfers. 
 
Probably the most practical way to transfer data and comments in the field from the fishermen’s 
logbook to our program data base is through a logbook exchange or by transcribing the data onto 
a black logbook data sheet brought out by the field coordinator. (Data loggers would be great 
here, but we are not there yet!). Alternatively logbooks could be photocopied (although this may 
jeopardize their timely return to the vessel) or photographed (see more on this idea below). If the 
logbooks are replaced with a second logbook make sure both are numbered on the front cover so 
they do not get mixed up. If the data is transferred directly onto blank logbook copy sheets 
(rather than an addition spreadsheet type form) there is less likely hood of transcription errors. If 
this method is used, blank logbook sheets will need to be brought out during data transfers.  
Photocopied blank copies of the logbook pages can be used in conjunction with Data Cover 
Forms for each participant and data transfer event. After a logbook sighting event is transferred 
the bottom of the fisherman’s logbook page could be signed by the person copying the data to 
avoid duplicating data transfers in the future.  
 
Using a digital camera to copy logbook data: If the data is copied via photograph using a digital 
camera the following protocol is suggested: Be sure the camera has enough battery life and space 
before going into the field.  Use time and date, and number setting in the camera for each 
photograph. Record these also on the data transfer sheet. Photograph the first inside page (with 
vessel name etc...) as the first photograph of this data transfer. Photograph each sighting page in 
order. Check all images for focus and data readability before ending the session. If you have 
comments regarding any entries you will need to fill them out on a Data Transfer Form for each 
sighting. These comments are likely to be important. Perhaps the best and most reliable way to 
transfer data would be to both copy logbook data by hand and photograph the original logbook 
pages. This would provide a double record and allow logbook entries to be checked and shared 
directly by program personnel. 
 
An explanation of select entry fields: 
Sighting: (This information helps identify the sighting) 
Log#: Enter in the log book number from the cover. 
Date: Enter in the date of the sighting (as entered in logbook) 
Start Time: Enter in the start time as listed in the log book. 
Notes, photo details: Where appropriate list notes by logbook data field such as "bait use:" or 
"species ID" 
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Logbook data field: Enter in all notes and comments you may have about logbook entries. (“ 
Species ID: probably Dall’s” or “Photos: Get KW photos of this from Mr. Jones next time in 
town” or  “Markings: Check brand number with NMML.” 
 
Example of Filled in Form 
Sighting Details: Comments, Notes, Diagrams, Photos and Other Information     

Use to provide comments/notes to specific sightings when additional space for such is needed 

Vessel: Flipper    Participant: DJones 
Vessel 
ID: 1234 

Sighting      Notes, photo details          

Log# Date  
Start 
Time 

Logbook data field: notes and 
comments           

 1  07/20  09:30 1 bull KW ID ok. Alone. No seals  Check  photos (1-7)  

 1  07/25  13:00 
SSL with Brand. Check. May have 
debris.      

            

            

            

         

         

         
 

Photo/Video Tracking Log 
This form provides a way to keep track of photographs and video that may be given to the 
program to copy. Photographers that offer these images should also fill out a consent form that 
would allow the program to provide copies to agencies and in publication of the final report. In 
addition to being sure we understand which images goes with which sighting it is important to 
make sure the photographers have their original images returned and permission for use of the 
images is secured in writing. 
 
An explanation of select entry fields: 
Sighting Information: These entries identify the sighting with the image. There may be more 
than one set of images taken per sighting. Fro example two crewmembers may take photos of the 
same sighting. 
Image Information: 
Photographer: This is the photographer not necessarily the participant. (Could be crew) 
Photo/Video #: This can by CD, DVD, or Roll number. 
Image # /time: This is to identify specific images with sighting. (Image 1-7 or video 
12:30:02-12:45:06.) 
Photo ID #: This field will be assigned later. Leave blank. 
Transfer dates: These fields track return of images. 
Copied: Date copied for program. Only fill in after copied. 
Returned: Date returned. 
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Use ok: Get at a minimum  verbal agreement to allow the program to use the image for this study 
(to publish in report, as photo ID match with NMML,  or in other ways). Ideally permission will 
be granted through written consent form. 
Notes: Notes species or sighting description and possible value of photo. 
 
Example of Filled in Form 
Photo/Video Tracking Log                

Vessel Flipper  Participant  Davey   Jones 
Vessel 
ID  1234        

Sighting Information   Image Information     Transfer dates      
Sighting 
date 

Start 
time 

Log 
# Photographer 

Photo/Video 
# 

Image # / 
time 

Photo 
ID # Copied Returned 

Use 
ok Notes   

 07/20  09:30 1  Jo Jones  1  1-7   08/26  08/27  Y 
Bull KW 
good ID  
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Suggestions on Orienting Fishermen and Participants to the Program 

Introducing the program 
At first introduce the program goals simply and clearly. If the participant is interested more 
information can be provided later. 
In their own log book orient them to the “Why are we collecting this information” section (last 
inside page). This will help familiarize them to their log books and help them find this 
information again. 
 
Why are we collecting this information? 

• To involve community members in the study of northern fur seal predation  
• To record local knowledge about the number, location, and times killer whales and 

Steller sea lions are present in the Pribilofs  
• Document the nature and extent of marine mammal interactions with the local halibut 

fishery 
 
Impress the important and unique contribution of field data gathered by fishermen. 
No one else has the opportunity they do to observer marine mammals in this area over this 
extended period of time! 
 
Make sure they realize they need to only fill in the log book if they have a marine mammal 
sighting. They do not need to record their fishing effort. 
 
Show them in their own log books (first inside page): 
 
When to fill in this logbook: 

• Record all marine mammal sighting other than fur seals or Dall’s porpoise occurring on 
their own, unless they are interacting with other marine mammals.  

• Enter all sightings made at sea. You don’t need to be fishing to fill out this log.  
 

Recording data 
Go through the General Guidelines provided in their own log book (inside first page). 
 
General instructions for logbook entries 

•       Please print clearly. Use comment space for clarifications, drawings, and diagrams. 
•    Circle as many actions/codes as relent during the time of the sighting. 
•    Species ID: Circle or enter one marine mammal code. Describe animal in comments. 
•    If interactions involve more than two species, enter third on next page with comments. 
•    Enter the largest number of animals counted during a sighting. 
•    Describe sex and age characteristics of marine mammal if unsure.  
•    Behavior: Use key words and codes that best describe behaviors. Use your own words 

too! 
During your first encounters. Go through each data line entry to make sure the participant 
understands how to fill in the logbook. 
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Impress the value of latitude longitude location data but orient them to maps provided in the log 
books. If they have sightings outside the map area they may use lat long positions. 
 
Impress upon them the importance of keeping photo records by data and time and sighting 
observation. (Most cameras allow for time, date and number settings for each image). 
 
Encourage the use of comment areas. This is especially important to describe cues used to 
identify species, age and sex as well as recording details regarding behavior and interaction 
observations as well as details concerning tags, marks and resightings. In addition estimates of 
the nearest distance to sighting can be a useful entry here. 
 

Addressing participants concerns and questions 
Fishermen in particular may have the following concerns: 
Data confidentiality: Let them know that all data will be confidential. No data will be presented 
in any form that can be tied to a particular vessel or participant without their consent.  
This means of course that none of the program participants (data gathers, PI, field tech ect) will 
discuss details of any logbook sightings or where in particular fishermen have been fishing, what 
bait they use, what they catch where when or any other details with anyone in the community or 
elsewhere. (This is very important to impress upon any one newly hired to collect the data.) 
 
The summarized findings of this study can be made available to interested participants in the 
study. 
 
While we appreciate photographs and information on tags and markings, impress upon fishermen 
that they should not disturbed marine mammals to photograph or record data for this program.  
 
Let them know they should call us if they see any unusual marine mammal sightings or 
interactions. Likewise if they have any questions regarding the data forms or program. 
 
Impress upon them the importance of in season data transfer. Make it as easy as possible by 
clarifying good times and places to do so. 
 
Make sure they understand the importance of returning all log books. They may keep copies of 
their logs once we have collected all the data. 
 
Let them know we are very appreciative of their efforts and willingness to participate!!! 
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Additional Species Codes 
 

BBW Baird's Beaked Whale Berardius bairdii 
BHW Bowhead Whale Balaena mysticetus 
BRW Black Right Whale Balaena glacialis 
BS Bearded Seal Erignathus barbatus 
BSBW Bering Sea Beaked Whale Mesoplodon stejnegeri 
BW Blue Whale Balaenoptera musculus 
CSL California Sea Lion Zalophus californianus 
DL Beluga Delphinapterus leucas 
DP Dall's Porpoise Phocoenoides dalli dalli 
FW Fin Whale Balaenoptera physalus 
GB Goosebeak Whale Ziphius cavirostris 
GW Gray Whale Eschrichtius robustus 
HP Harbor Porpoise Phocoena phocoena 
HS Harbor Seal Phoca vitulina 
HW Humpback Whale Megaptera novaeangliae 
KW Killer Whale Orcinus orca 
MW Minke Whale Balaenoptera  
NES Northern Elephant Seal Mirounga angustirostris 
NFS Northern Fur Seal Callorhinus ursinus 
NRWD Northern Right Whale  Lissodelphis borealis 
PWD Pacific Whitesided  Lagenorhynchus  
RBS Ribbon Seal Histriophoca fasciata 
RGS Ringed Seal Pusa hispida 
SO Sea Otter Enhydra lutris 
SPMW Sperm Whale Physeter macrocephalus 
SPW Shortfin Pilot Whale Globicephala  
SS Spotted Seal Phoca largha 
SSL Steller Sea Lion Eumetopias jubatus 
SW Sei Whale Balaenoptera borealis 
WALRUS Walrus Odobenus rosmarus 

 
Unidentified Wildlife
UNDPIN Unidentified pinniped 
UNDSL Unidentified sea lion 
UNDS Unidentified seal 
UNDC Unidentified cetacean 
UNDDP Unidenified porpoise 
UWHALE Unidentified Whale 
UMMAM Marine Mammal  
SHARK Unidentified shark 
UNKFW Unidentified Wildlife 
OTHER Describe 
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Maps 
Map of St. Paul Island showing the logbook sighting ID grid. 
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St. George Island showing the logbook sighting ID grid. 
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Logbook Tracking Form Page  58  

Logbook Tracking Form-Fishermen and Mariners At Sea
Dates (mm/dd) Data transfer dates (include no sighting check ins) Circle new logbooks.

Vessel name Participant Vessel ID Log # start end 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

Pribilof Islands Predation Study  - Logbook Program v.1.0 12/31/2007
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Vessel Record Form
Contact information
Vessel name: Vessel ID (ADFG #):
Contact person(s):
In season phone # (s):
Off season phone # (s):
Radio(s):
Address(s):

Dock/slip (this season):
Anticipated fishing schedule and season
Start fishing: End fishing:
Trip duration (days or hours):
Delivery place(s):

Delivery days (times):

Best place to review logbook-transfer data (at dock, delivery, home):

Best time (days, time of day) to transfer data:

Logbook(s) record Book 1 Book 2 Book 3
Start date
End date
# of sightings (entries)
Photos (number)
Video (number)
All data transferred (y/n)
Participant background (fill in yes/no or notes-use back if necessary):Check the back of the form!
Well briefed, understand the study goals, how to fill log book etc:

Understanding of species ID, methods to ID, and age and sex determination of marine mammals:

Have they ever seen killer whales, SSL, and fur seals at sea:
Has video or camera:
Wants (needs) more information:
Has reservations, complaints:
Is interested and would like to see results and/or participate in future studies:
Has done LTK survey:       Would be willing to:             When:
Has other information of interest (stories, past sightings, options ideas: use back of sheet):

Pribilof Islands Predation Study - Fishery Logbook Program  v.1.0 12/31/2007
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Back of Form: Notes and Comments:

Pribilof Islands Predation Study - Fishery Logbook Program  v.1.0 12/31/2007
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Cover for Data Transfer Form with Field Notes
Use to summerize/update notes on data collection transfers of all sightings made since the last data transfer for this vessel
Date: Last transfer date:
Fishing vessel: Vessel ID:
Contact person(s):
Contact phone or changes in contact information:
Questions
Are there any changes in planned fishing schedule/season:

Best time and place for next data transfer:

Logbook number of transcribed data: Logbook number returned to fishermen: Date returned:

New data copied start date/time: New data copied last date/time:
How data transferred:  Copied by hand: Phone: Photocopied: Photo:

Logbook exchanged: No data to transfer:
New data but not transferred: If not why:

# of new sightings / new data entries (Include none):

Do you have any questions or concerns regarding the data forms (how to fill them out)?

Did you see or hear of any other marine mammal sightings of interested that are not reflected in your log?

Notes and comments (use back of form if necessary for photo/video records and more  notes diagrams etc..) 

Check here if used back of form: ______________

Pribilof Islands Predation Study - Fishery Logbook Program  v.1.0 12/31/2007
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Back of Cover for Data Transfer Form with Field Notes: Photo/Video Record, Comments, and Notes
Photo/Video log:
Sighting Date Time Image number(s) Notes

Pribilof Islands Predation Study - Fishery Logbook Program  v.1.0 12/31/2007



Sighting Details Form Page 63

Sighting Details: Comments, Notes, Diagrams, Photos and Other Information
Use to provide comments/notes to specific sightings when additional space for such is needed
Vessel: Participant: Vessel ID:
Sighting Notes, photo details (where appropriate list notes by logbook data field such as "bait use:" or "species ID"
Log# Date Start Time Logbook data field: notes and comments

Pribilof Islands Predation Study - Fishery Logbook Program  v.1.0 12/31/2007



Photo/Video Tracking Log Page 64

Photo/Video Tracking Log
Vessel Participant Vessel ID
Sighting Information Image Information Transfer dates
Sighting date Start time Log # Photographer Photo/Video # Image # / time Photo ID # Copied Returned Use OK Notes

Pribilof Islands Predation Study - Fishery Logbook Program  v.1.0 12/31/2007
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Introduction to the Pilot Study: Predation on Northern Fur Seals in the 
Pribilof Islands 
 Between 2000 and 2004, the estimated number of northern fur seal pups born on St. Paul and St. 
George Island declined by 22%, causing concern about the sustainability of the Pribilof Island 
population. A number of factors have been considered to explain recent fur seal population 
declines, including entanglement in marine debris, competition with commercial fisheries and 
most recently, predation by killer whales and other marine predators. At present, little is known 
about extent of predation on fur seals in the Pribilof Island archipelago, a factor that may 
influence fur seal population dynamics. The Traditional Council of St. George Island, in 
collaboration with the Tribal Government of St. Paul Island and Kate Wynne, lead project PI, at 
the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, has designed this study to collect baseline information on 
the distribution and behavior of predators of northern fur seals in the near-shore region around 
the Pribilof Islands. 
 
The primary objective of this study is to collect baseline information on the nature of predation 
on fur seals in the near-shore region around the Pribilof Islands. In view of their year-round 
presence on the islands, the Aleut communities of St. Paul and St. George Island represent a 
unique source of insight into this poorly understood, yet vital aspect of northern fur seal 
population dynamics. This study will use two methods to collect data; a data collection program 
in the local subsistence and commercial halibut fishery and a survey of local and traditional 
knowledge (LTK). Emphasis will be placed on assessing current and historical trends in the 
location, numbers and seasonality of killer whale and Steller sea lion observations, as well as the 
frequency and extent of observed predation events. We will also collect information in order to 
evaluate whether additional predators (e.g. sharks) are a significant presence in the near-shore 
environment. Both the LTK survey and fisheries data collection program will also focus on the 
collection of specific information on the nature and extent of marine mammal/fisheries 
interactions in the local halibut fishery.  
 
The purpose of this manual is to provide: an overview of the goals and methods used in the 
study; an understanding of the data collection, tracking and transfer protocol; and provide 
suggestions on how to support participants and guide them in the collection and transfer of 
accurate and useful data for the program. Detailed description of the Local Traditional 
Knowledge Survey interview and supporting data forms are provided. The manual is a 
companion to the at sea log book program. 
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Introduction to the Local and Traditional Knowledge Survey 
Instrument  
This study is designed to gather historical information on spatial and temporal characteristics of 
killer whales and other fur seal predators in the Pribilof Islands near-shore environment. 
Interviews are to be conducted with a diverse array of individuals and groups that may have 
historical data or important insights regarding relevant species.  
 
These groups are to include: 
• Local fishermen that have participated in the subsistence or commercial halibut fishery 
• Non-resident fishermen who actively fish in the Pribilof region 
• Subsistence hunters 
• Community residents and Elders 
• Scientists that have conducted research in coastal and near-shore areas of the Pribilof Islands 
 
A standardized questionnaire and protocols have been developed to gather local and traditional 
knowledge from participants. Spatial data collected during interviews will be geo-referenced and 
incorporated into a GIS database that will coordinate with local Island Sentinel programs. Local 
researchers and scientists will use these data to identify spatial and temporal aspects of predator 
distribution and fur seal predation. Interviews will target the following subject areas: 
• Spatial and temporal occurrence of killer whales and Steller sea lions 
• Direct observations of predation events 
• Age class of fur seals killed (categorized by predator type) 
• Existence of photographic or video documentation of killer whales or observed predation 
events 
• Extent and type of fisheries interactions (e.g. rake marks, damaged catch, or damaged 
gear) and existence of photographic documentation 
• Observations of wounds and scaring of fur seals 
 

The Local and Traditional Knowledge Survey Instrument Manual 
This manual is divided into three sections: the orientation section provides an over view of the 
program and some basics for starting off; the tracking and contact sections review administrative 
sheets for tracking and contacting interviewees; and finally the survey instrument section 
provides detailed guidance and examples for conducting and filling out the survey. At the end of 
the manual are Appendices that provide the question list, maps, and species codes. The manual is 
provided in a digital format so it may be edited and adapted to fit the field coordinators needs. To 
protect data collection consistency any changes to the survey data fields or codes used should be 
agreed to by the program’s Principle Investigators. 
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Getting Started 
 
The LTK Survey instrument is more complex than the log book program and will require an 
investment of time to become familiar with the questions, forms and associated codes. Therefore, 
please carefully review these instructions and the associated survey forms and codes before 
beginning interviews to make sure you understand the material. Contact program personnel if 
you have questions. Conduct at least one trial interview with another person before conducting 
an actual interview.  Organize the question sheet, manual, and copies of the various forms, and 
other materials into a three ring binder with dividers. Staple comment sheets to their 
accompanying forms. Make extra copies of all forms and sheets. Once you have been able to 
review the manual and forms carefully and have all your materials ready, begin by contacting 
potential interviewees as directed by the program managers and filling out the Interview 
Tracking and Contact Sheets. Keep in touch with program personnel. Provide data (including 
interviews and tracking sheets) at least once a week. Keep notes of questions or suggestions on 
how to improve the program and share them with us. However, do not make any major changes 
to the questions or nature of the interview without program personnel approval. Keep Mandy 
Merklein and Bruce Robson informed of any concerns you or interviewees may have. Be patient, 
thorough, and have fun. This is a new program and it may be challenging. Your efforts are 
appreciated. The results of this work will provide useful insights to better understanding the 
distribution of killer whales and their relationship with northern fur seals in this region. 
 

Focus Groups and Individual Surveys 
The survey instrument is designed to accommodate both group and individual surveys. At first it 
may be wise to start with individual interviews with people you feel will be particularity 
interested, patient, and cooperative with the process. There are specific instructions for filling out 
the forms during a group interview. In particular, note that each participant in a group interview 
should have their own Contact Sheet. During the interview process, interview responses may be 
grouped onto one set of forms (see specific instructions).  Alternatively, in smaller groups each 
participant may have their own set of forms to reflect sightings. The decision lies with the 
interviewer. Group interviews may provide the advantage of stimulating memories and insights 
as participants share their experiences. The challenge may lie with keeping pace in recording all 
sightings and directing the flow of the dialog as well as making sure that all participants are 
equally able to provide their experience. Individual interviews may be easier to manage and 
allow more time for reflection and contribution. It should be easier to fill in the forms provided 
during an individual interview. However it may take more time to cover the same number of 
interviewees if each is interviewed separately.
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Survey Instrument Materials  
Before starting an interview make sure to have all the forms you will need handy and well 
organized. Always bring extra blank forms and pencils.  
 
LTK Survey Tracking Sheet:  Provides status and tracking of interviews. 
LTK Survey Contact Sheet:  This form provides contact information for the interviewee. Two 
or more blank copies should be available for referral contact information for potential survey 
candidates. 
Data Forms:  Bring at least two copies each (or more) of the six data forms. 
(Forms 1-4 and R and P). Each form has an accompanying comment, code and instruction sheet 
which should be stapled to the back of the form.  Have all forms readily accessible when you are 
filling in the forms. 
Form 1: Killer Whale Sighting Event Form:  All killer whale sightings. 
Form 2: Human activity during sighting event:  For sightings involving human interaction 
with whales or if the sighting involved or was made from a fishing vessel. 
Form 3: Marine Mammal Interactions and Predation Events:  Sightings involving KW 
interacting with other marine mammal or an interaction or predation event between a northern 
fur seal and another animal. 
Forms 4 (a) and (b) - Insights and opinions to answers given on Forms 1, 2 and 3:  Form 4 is 
always filled in and provides a place to record general impressions of interviewee of the 
sightings, change in sightings and other insights to answers provided. 
Form R: Resighting and Identification: This form is used to record details of animals that have 
been resighted.  
Form P: Photo/Video Tracking Log for LTK: This is a photo tracking sheet like that used in 
the Logbook Program to keep track of photos provided. 
LTK Survey Manual: This includes documentation; questions, detailed instruction and an 
explanation of the forms. Guidelines are included in italics following the interview questions. 
There are examples for Forms 1-4. 
Appendixes to the LTK Manual:  
1: Maps with areas.  
2: Complete species code list 
3: Question List.  A complete list of questions with no instructions or examples.  This can be 
used as an interview prompt and checklist to insure all questions were covered. 
A Species ID Sheet or Marine Mammal Guide: for species and identification confirmation 
(use the Sea Grant Guide to Alaska Marine Mammals by Kate Wynne, or other guide sheets as 
appropriate). 
Whale Type Guide: A guide with the three killer whale eco-types described (if available). 
A Tape Recorder with extra batteries and tapes (if available).  
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LTK Survey Tracking and Interview Contact Sheet and Data Forms 
 

General Instructions for Filling out Forms 
 Please print clearly using block letters and numbers. Use a pencil. Use the comment space 
provided for details, clarifications, drawings, and diagrams. Many fields on the form will require 
additional comments. Use additional sheets or the back of forms if more area is needed. Make 
sure all comments can be easily associated with the appropriate data field and questions.  Draw a 
line through data fields (spaces) on the form to which there is no answer or which are not 
relevant to the responses. However if it is a critical field (such as location), include a comment 
(e.g. “He couldn’t remember where he saw the whales.”). If you have a question or uncertainty 
concerning a response, add in a question mark into the field and follow with a comment 
explaining the concern in comments. 
 

The Interview ID Number 
The Interview ID number is a unique number assigned to each survey interview that is 
conducted. These are given to protect the privacy of the interviewee. The forms do not carry the 
name of the interviewee. A separate list of interviewees and their assigned interview ID numbers 
is kept on the Interview Contact Sheet (see below). This ID number is a three letter code 
combined with a sequential number beginning with one and assigned consecutively as you do 
interviews. Begin with STG 1 for the interviews conducted on St. George and STP 1 on St. Paul. 
If any interviews are conducted off-island, use OFF 1.  Do not assign Interview ID numbers until 
the person is actually interviewed. Use the same Interview ID number if the same person is 
interviewed again later. If the interview is conducted with a group of people provide, the entire 
group a Interview Number as described above, however end the number with the letter “G” (for 
group). Each member of the group should have their own Contact Sheet filled out. If you conduct 
a subsequent individual interview with any members of the group, they will be assigned a new 
Interview ID number. So there may be a few incidences where a participant could have two 
Interview ID numbers; a group number and their own. 
 

The Interview Tracking Sheet 
The Interview Tracking Sheet is simple and self-explanatory. It allows the interviewers to keep 
track of who has been interviewed; by whom; when the interview took place; how many forms 
they have filled out; and if there were photos provided.  
 

The Interview Contact Sheet 
The Interview Contact Sheet provides a means of staying in contact with participants, as well as 
a record of contact attempts. This sheet may initially be used before the interviews to line up 
potential candidates and then later updated with the Interview ID and other information once the 
interview is completed. Bring extra copies of the Interview Contact Sheet to interviews as the 
interviewee may provide you with reports of other people having seen whales. They may have 
important contact information for where these potential interviewees may be reached. Anyone 
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who is a part of the interview should have an Interview Contact Sheet so that we may reach them 
if we have further questions or require clarifications to their answers. Following are some 
general guidelines for filling out selected fields on this sheet. 
 
Interviewee name: Enter the name, and if part of a group interview, unique initials so they can 
be place next to the record number to identify individual reports. 
 
Interview ID: Assign as described above. 
 
DOB: Means date of birth. 
 
OK to record interview for data clarification only.  Fill in initials. Be sure to obtain consent 
and fill this in before recording an interview. 
 
Contact person(s): This may be the person interviewed or their contact person, such as a 
fishermen’s spouse. Since many people live part time on the island contact information for other 
places of residence and dates there may be helpful. 
 
Vessel Name: If the interviewee is associated with a vessel that he or she fishes, hunts, works 
on, or has sightings made from a vessel. Write the name(s) of the vessel and its associated ADFG 
number if available.  
 
Survey Information: This section of the form provides a place to keep track of contact dates, 
attempts to conduct interviews, and follow up contact exchanges.  
 
Participant interests: Provides a place to record the interviewees’ interest, questions, and 
concerns. Try to address these as best possible and contact program personnel if you need 
support.
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The Survey Questionnaire 

Orientation to the Forms and Questions 
The LTK Survey instrument is divided into three parts with six accompanying forms. Forms 1, 2, 
3, 4 (a and b), and Forms R and P; each consist of two pages. The first page carries the required 
fields that need to be filled in and, in some cases codes. The second accompanying page provides 
codes and more space for comments.  Keep the form and its accompanying comment sheet 
together. Comments are very important to provide clarity and additional information regarding 
the sighting. Please comment freely and where useful, provide drawings. To make it easier to 
associate comments with the data forms, make sure to note and underline the associated record 
number and field column on the left margin in front of each comment. Following is an overview 
of the three parts of the survey and the associated forms: 1) Basics, 2) Details and Interactions, 
and 3) Impressions and Opinions. 
 
Part 1 The Basics (Form 1) 
 
Form 1 Killer Whale Sighting Event Form: Basic killer whale sighting information: where, 
when, how many, what kind, and observed behavior. This form is always filled out for killer 
whale sightings.  
 
Part 2 Details and Interactions (Form 2, 3, R, and P) 
 
Form 2 Human Activity During Sighting Events Form:  Use this form to provide information 
regarding sightings involving human interaction with whales or if the sighting involved or was 
made from a vessel.  
Form 3  Marine Mammal Interactions and Predation Events Form: This is filled out to 
record interactions or predation events between fur seals, killer whales, and other marine 
mammals, or any events involving interactions between marine mammals or other predators (e.g. 
sharks) and fur seals. 
Form P Photo/Video Tracking Log Form: This form is used to track photo and video images 
that are provided to the program. 
Form R Resighting and Identification Form: Use this form to describe whales (or other 
marine mammals) that have been resighted multiple times or have tags, brands, or other natural 
or man made marks and scars. It is also used to describe different ecotypes of whales (resident, 
transient, or offshore). 
 
Part 3 Impressions and Opinions (Form 4) 
 
Form 4(a) and (b) Insights to Answers Given on Forms 1, 2, and 3: This form provides an 
opportunity to record the interviewees impressions and opinions on why killer whales appear 
when and where they do, as well as other ideas they have to share that may provide important 
insight on killer whale behavior, northern fur seal predation events and changes in these over 
time. 
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Using the Interview Forms 
Ideally, all interviews will be tape-recorded. Permission for this must be obtained before 
recording an interview.  Tape record the interview only if the interviewee gives permission by 
his/her initials on the Interview Contact Sheet. Ideally, the interviewer can maintain an 
atmosphere of informal respect and simple clarity while following the line of questioning as it is 
outlined in the survey narrative and forms. The survey questions and  forms follow the same 
order. The interviewer should become familiar with the flow of questions and matching forms. 
The interviewer can adapt the wording of the question for clarification, as long as the 
fundamental question remains the same. Some examples are provided with the questions for 
illustration. The forms that are provided may be used as worksheets to record information in a 
manner that is simple, efficient, and can be more easily entered into the database. However there 
may be occasions when the answers don’t fit easily into the format provided by the form. Clearly 
writing out answers to the survey question may provide an alternative method, however this 
should only be done as necessary to capture information that does not fit into the fields provided 
in the form. Keep in mind however, that most answers will be entered in to a standardized 
database format for analysis purposes. 
 
To document spatial and temporal change in number and composition of sightings, have the 
interviewee provide information by area over time in order of the most recent sighting first. Each 
change noted in area, time or any other variable may create a new record on the form.  Keep 
careful track of the record number as explained below.  These numbers are the key that holds all 
the information across forms for a sighting together.  
For example: 
You: Let’s begin with the basics by listing all the places you have seen killer whales? 
Response: “I usually see killer whales off North Point in the fall. Sometimes I have seen them 
off South Beach. There used to be many more whales off South Beach in the summer.” 
 
This answer will require at least two record numbers: one for North Point and one for South 
Beach, not just because they are different areas but because there are differences in the time and 
number of sightings and whales at each location. The information regarding change will be 
reflected both spatially (Where) and temporally (When) by record number on Form 1. On Form 4 
(using the same record number as on Form 1), you can explore why these changes may be 
occurring. 
 
If the form format is creating problems for you, try to follow the question list and record answers 
as thoroughly as possible in the comments. Use the form as a check list to make sure you have 
asked all the questions. Later go back and fill in that section of the form. Do not rely on the tape 
recorder to capture answers you may not have recorded on paper. The tape recording is there as a 
back-up or to help clarify data at a later date.  
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Part 1: The Basics  

Opening up the conversation: 
Start by providing the interviewee some background about the program and an outline of the 
flow of the questions so they will know what to expect: 
 
For example: 
 
The purpose of this interview is to record your accounts of killer whale sightings and fur seal 
predation events, followed by your impressions and insights into why killer whales appear when 
and where they do.  We are also interested in whether you have noticed changes in their 
distribution over areas and time and if group composition or behavior have changed noticeably. 
We would like to record all observations you can remember in this area during all your time in 
this area. Sometimes we can group observations that share similar characteristics over time for 
convenience. 
 
The first group of question will simply focus on where, when, and how many killer whales you 
have seen in this area over time.  
 
The second group of questions will record in more detail any interactions that you have observed 
between the whales and humans as well as predation interactions you may have witnessed 
between marine mammals (and even sharks), and in particular killer whales and northern fur 
seals.   
 
Finally we would like to record your impressions or intuitions as to why killer whales appear 
where and when they do and what changes you may have witnessed over time in their 
distribution, number, or behavior.  We are also interested in any suggestions you may have 
regarding why such changes may have occurred. 
 
To capture your responses accurately and to use the information effectively, we will try to record 
information on a series of forms that follow the questions. This will make it much easier for us to 
compile the information and present it in a meaningful way. We appreciate your patience in this 
process. 
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Form 1: Killer Whale Sighting Event Form 
Fill this form for all killer whale sightings. 
 
Header:  
Other forms: Circle the other data forms filled out for this interview. Complete at the end of the 
interview. This helps us keep track of all forms that should be associated with this interview. 
 
Page _ of _. Number the data pages (not comment pages) of each form used for each interview.  
 
Interview ID: This critical field must always be filled out on each form. Assign alpha-numeric 
codes consecutively as you conduct interviews. Begin with STG-1 for the interviews conducted 
on St. George and STP-1 on for those on St. Paul, and OFF-1 for interviews that are conducted 
off island. If the interview is conducted with a group of people, provide the entire group an 
Interview Number as described above, however end the number with the letter “G” for group 
(e.g. STG-1-G).  See section on Interview ID for more information. 
 
Interviewer(s): This is the person (or persons) who conducted the interview. This can be either 
the full name or a unique three letter (initials of name) code. 
 
Date: The date of the interview. 
 
Time: Start time of the interview. 
 
Section 1 (top half of Form 1) 
 
Record number: 
This is a unique number assigned to each sighting and all the characteristics listed in the data 
fields throughout the forms about the sighting. Sometimes sightings can be grouped together if 
they share similar characteristics (see examples). Begin with “1” and number records 
consecutively. Every data line needs its own record number. Each record however can use more 
than one line if required for clarity. 
Second hand reports 
 If the sighting is second or third hand then start the record with “R” (for reported) followed by a 
new number series (e.g. R-1) and in comments put in the name of the reporter. Fill in the form as 
normal. A follow up contact with the actual witness could generate a new interview. Describe 
relevant details in comments so that cross references can be made. Include the name of the 
person who described the sighting to the interviewee, the name of the vessel involved, and any 
information that would facilitate contacting them for an interview.  
Non-killer whale sightings 
This form is intended specifically for killer whale sightings.  If you record significant 
interactions between a fur seal and another animal such as a Steller Sea Lion or shark, this 
information is recorded primarily on Form 3. There they are assigned their own unique Record 
Number. In order to avoid accidentally assigning the same record number to two sightings you 
need to fill in the same Record Number from Form 3 on Form 1 as a place holder to avoid 
duplicating Record Numbers. 
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Group Interviews 
If you are conducting a group interview, you may use separate sets of forms for each interviewee 
or group sightings on the same forms. However if you use the same form for the group you must 
identify which interviewee(s) provided which record. Do this by putting their unique initials (as 
listed on the Contact Sheet) followed by a dash, to the right of the record number. For example 
the record number for Tom Paul Jones would be TPJ-1. You may have more than one set of 
initials for each record. If there is not enough room in the field put the extra names (or initials) in 
comments. 
 
Interview Questions: “Let’s begin with the most basic information first”: 
 
Where 
Location: Let’s list all the places you have seen killer whales. We can refer to the maps in 
Appendix 1.  
Let’s try by listing “areas” (by order of most recent sightings) and then go back through time to 
some of your earliest sightings for each area. Use maps to define areas. If latitude and longitude 
positions are available, record these in the comments. Areas can be combined (as a list) on the 
same record number if they share all other variables. If area is not clear, or if it is of particular 
interest or detail (i.e. “on the beach”) describe this information in the comments ( by record and 
column field). 
 
Vantage point: Now lets see if you can remember where you were when you saw the whales in 
these areas (for each record). Where were you for each sighting? Regardless of where the 
whales were, where did you see the whales from? Enter in a code provided (1, 2, or 3) and if 
relevant a descriptive location name (“ Seal beach”). Vantage points can (and should whenever 
possible) be combined under the same record. For example, I have seen KW in area “A”, from 
vantage points x,y,z. Enter in the names of common reference points and/or draw a map and 
label the points from which whales were observed. If the whales were seen from a vessel, enter 
in “vessel” and put the name of the vessel in comments (sightings made from vessels at sea will 
generate a Form 2.) 
 
When:  
(Can you remember..) When was the first time you ever saw a killer whale in each area? 
 Repeat this question for each area (record number) or group them by time if it is the same for 
all) 
  
Start year/End year: During or over what  years  have you seen killer whales in this area ? 
(First year sighting : ________ to last year of sightings________ Year.) If there is only one 
sighting or year in which sightings occurred, then record the year in the first year field. If the 
year is uncertain, put down an approximate year and record in comments (year uncertain or YR 
UNK) and any clues that may help determine the year(s). 
 
Month/Season:  At what time of year have you seen whales here?  Let us know the month(s) or 
season(s) when you saw whales, or saw whales more often than at other times. For example “I 
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usually see whales here throughout the summer, but I always see them in August.” For seasons 
use the following break-downs: 
W = Winter (December-February) 
SP = Spring (March-May) 
SM = Summer (June-August) 
F = Fall (September-November) 
For months enter in the first three letters of the month (e.g. Dec for December).  More than one 
season or month can be entered. If noted, circle months or season in which more sightings occur. 
Enter details in comments. 
 
Week: Are there particular weeks of the months you have seen whales? For example I see 
whales the last weeks of August. Enter codes: 1st week of month   2nd wk 3rd wk 4th wk.  
 
Date:  Do you remember a particular day when you saw whales (the date) in this area? “For 
example, I saw the whales off Rocky Point on my birthday two years ago.”  Ask this for each 
area listed (record). 
Enter mm/dd/yy. If specific information regarding this sighting exists (such as number of whales 
etc.) then enter it in as a separate record number and record information separately.  
 
Time of Day: At what time of day or night do you usually observe killer whales in this area, at 
this time of year?  Enter in the code(s) that reflect the predominate occurrence. 
 
Distance from viewer: Can you estimate the closest distance the whales were from you during 
the sighting(s). If the closest distance is different for different sightings that are grouped (i.e. 
several sightings made in August) put in the average closest distance and note details (such as 
range) in comments. Distance can be estimated in feet, yards, meters, mile/km fractions, or 
miles/km. Enter the measurement unit used in the Units field. 
 
Sighting confidence: Please rate how sure you are of the species identification for this 
sighing(s). On a scale from 1-5, with 5 being the most confident, lets review your confidence in 
the species, age, and sex identification you were able to make for the specific sighting(s) as well 
as confidence in the number of whales you sighted. It is important to impress upon the 
interviewee that rating species confidence is a valuable measure of data confidence and does not 
reflect poorly on their sighting skills. There are many factors that effect species ID in the field, 
weather, visibility, distance etc.  Note in comments any details pertaining to these entries. Have a 
marine mammal guide ready to go over species characteristics. If the interviewer feels the 
species/age/sex ID is unreliable or incorrect, then enter in 1 and explain in the comments section.  
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Examples for Form 1 Section 1: 
Q: Location: Let’s list all the places you have seen killer whales. You can refer to the maps in 
Appendix 1.  
Let’s try by listing “areas”(by order of most recent sightings) and then go back through time to 
some of your earliest sightings for each area. 
 
A: Well, I have seen killer whales off Rocky Point for the last few years, usually in evening in 
late August.  But years ago there used to be more at Seal Beach later in the fall.  When I fished 
on the Deep Reef they would come right up to the boat. That was from the 1970’s to 1994. Then 
one night I will never forget, it was Janet’s birthday. We went down to Seal Beach with a picnic. 
We saw a whale come right up on the beach and take a pup. There was a group of killer whales, 
and one was a calf, I think.  My brother James claims to have known a particular whale he called 
“big thief” because he stole fish off his line.  He was a big lone bull. He saw him again just last 
year near where I used to fish, off  Deep Reef. You can tell because he has a nick like a bullet 
hole right off the back middle of his fin. He has some video. 
 
Q: Ok thank you, this is interesting, these are a lot of sightings. Let’s review where you were for 
each one and get a few more details down on these sightings. (After recording this information, 
review the locations and ask, just to be sure you have got it all) “Are there any other places you 
have seen killer whales? “(Fill in provided information then go through each to fill in empty 
spots.  Get the years, seasons, weeks, and dates, and times of day where possible, but don’t let 
the process bog the interview down).  
A: “Yep, that’s all the whales I can remember, but I did once see a Steller Sea lion take pup.” 
Q:  “Interesting! Let’s make a note of that. We will go over the whales first and get back to the 
Steller Sea Lion”. 
 
Section 
1 Where   When           

Record # whales  vantage pt. 
start 
year 

End 
year month/seasons week Date 

time of 
day  

1 589 1-Rocky pt.  2001 2006 August 3, 4 ------- dusk 

2     622 
1-Seal 
Beach  1960 2000 fal ----- ------ 

day, 
dusk 

3  555 2-F/V  1970 1994 sum ----- -------- 
day, 
dawn 

4     622 
1-Seal 
Beach  1998  Aug ----- 08/24/98 day 

R1  555 2-F/V  2005 2005 sum ----- ---------  ---- 

5    SSL
(see Form 
3)      
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Section 1 Distance -viewer 
 
 Sighting   confidence 

Record # closest units species Age/sex count 

1  1/4 mile  4 3 3 

2  600  ft   4 3 3 

3  5  yards  4 4  4 

4  50  ft  4 4  4 

R1  -- -- - ----  5  ------ 4 
 

Section 2 : Killer Whale Sighting Event Form 
Record number: Make sure to match each record number with the correct record number from 
Section 1! 
 
Total sightings/whales per sighting 
 
Sightings: How often did you see killer whales in [state each area one at a time in Section1] 
during [state the time period given for each area]? Time period and area reference should match 
“When and where” above.  So if they saw KW in July in area 123.  Ask # of sightings in July in 
area 123 (per day, per week per month). Write in number of sightings:________ Per 
_________(year, season, month, week, day).  
 
Number of whales: Now let us record how many (total) whales you can recall usually seeing 
during a sighting in this area and time period)? If you are considering several sightings that are 
grouped’ then give the number of whales you would usually see.” (...in this area and time period 
- refer back to the record number if necessary). If there is difference in how many were seen at 
different times or places then this may warrant a new data entry line (record) with accompanying 
details in each data field for the new record line). See example. 
 
Min/max: What is the range of the number of whales in each sighting? If there is just one 
number, enter that other wise enter the minimum number followed by a dash and the maximum 
number. 
 
Composition  
Let's go through each record (area) and see if you can identify whether the whales were adult 
males or females or young.  
Bulls: How many male whales (mature bulls) do you usually see during a sighting (in this area 
and time period)?  

Adults: How many adult (non mature bulls or adults of unknown sex and age) whales do you 
usually see during a sighting (in this area and time period)? 
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Young: How many young (calf) whales do you usually see during a sighting (in this area and 
time period)? Confirm that all species, sex and age ID are correct and enter the confidence code 
for age estimates in the Sighting Confidence: Age/Sex field. 
Recognition 
Tag/mark: Did you notice any tags or distinctive marks on any of the whales (such as scars, 
bullet holes, etc). Was the whale entangled? If yes put in “yes” and described in detail in 
comments. Draw marks and include location on body. If no/none were seen enter no. 
 
Resight: Do you think you may have seen this whale or group before? If so, can you identify this 
whale or group specifically? What characteristics lead you to recognize the same whale or 
group? Are there markings, behaviors, or other characteristics that allow you to recognize the 
whale or group? If no or don’t know enter “no”. If maybe but not very sure or unable to confirm 
with specifics (marks etc.) describe in detail in comments on Form 1 and enter in “maybe”. If 
likely or sure and able to describe specific characteristics, enter “ yes” and fill out a Resighting 
Form for all appropriate records and circle R at the top of Form 1. 
 
Photo 
Do you have any photographs or video images of the whales? If so, could we look at or copy 
them?  If yes, enter yes and fill in a Photo/video tracking log. If the log sheet is filled out then 
circle P at the top of Form 1 (and other forms).  Note in comments any details regarding images.  
 
Reported: 
If you think this sighting (of this or these whales in the same place at the same time) has been 
reported in this or any other program,  answer “y” yes and fill in comments the details 
concerning another report of the same sighting.  Also use this as an opportunity to note the 
names of any other people who were present at this sighting.   For example, (“I think this 
sighting was also described by Dan Grey on the FV Sea Slug which was traveling with this 
vessel out to the fishing grounds”).  Later cross reference the records to verify. If the cross 
reference is true, then fill out “Y” on both Form 1’s and put details in comments. This may help 
us clarify multiple observations. 
 
Behavior: 
How do the whales behave? Describe any changes in behavior as you have observed them.  Fill 
in as many codes as appropriate. Make sure to put commas between codes for clarity (so “1” and 
“12” won’t be confused for “11” and “ 2”). Add in and describe behaviors in detail in comments. 
If interactions with other marine mammals are observed (code 1), fill out a Form 3 and circle 3 
on top of Form 1.  Use “0” for unlisted behaviors and report in comments. 
 
Interact: Did the whales respond to any human activity  in the area? Did you see them 
interacting with fishing gear, bow riding, following boats ? Enter “H” (and be sure to fill out a 
Form 2). Did the whales interact with any other marine mammals or are multiple killer whale 
pods interacting with each other? If so enter in “A” ( and be sure to fill in a Form 3). Remember 
to circle 2 or/and 3 on top of Form 1. If no enter “N”. 
Examples for Form 1 Section 2 
Q: Ok now let’s see if we can remember some specifics regarding the sightings. In cases where 
we have grouped sightings give us your best estimates of how many you usually saw, this can 
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include a range. (Take each record one at a time and go over it for number of sightings, whales 
and composition of group. Try to pin down a “best” number, as their guess is better than ours. A 
“best” can represent the number they most often saw. (Ranges or min/max for composition can 
also be put in comments).   
 

Section 2 Number of sightings / whales per sighting Composition     

Record # sightings per # whales min/max # bulls adults young 

1      3 month 4 1-5 1 4 ?

2 4 month 6 1-15 2 (1-2) 4 (1-14) 1 (1-2) 

3       2 week 5 1-7 1 5 ?

4       1 ---- 6 ---- 1 4 1

R1  -       1+ ---- -- 1 1 1 ----- -------
 
Make sure to fill in additional forms (such as LTK contact sheet for reported accounts, resight 
and photo forms, and form 2 or 3’s as needed).  
 

 

 

Section 2 Recognition   Photo Reported Behavior   

Record # tag/mark resight y/n y/n whale interaction 

1      N N N N 13 N 

2      N N N N 13 N 

3       N N N N 21,23?,25 H

4       N N N N 1,3,5,6,16 A

R1      Y y Y n 23 H
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Examples for Section 2 (continued) 
Make liberal use of comment section. Organize by record number and data field (column name). 
 
Comments 

Record  
1 and 2 - ID Conf. /composition-  Good ID sk lls but d stance/t me make it hard to be sure
of ID age, sex and composition. 

i i i   

4-  Sex-pretty sure there was a calf in group (less than half size of adult, small dorsal, back 
from rest) 
R1- Resight-James info on Contact Sheet, He prob. Saw more whales but only recorded this 
one we know for sure. Also started a Resight Form with whale description. Will ask if he has 
video available for us too.  

 

3-Behavior-Thinks whale may have been taking fish off gear but not sure. 

5- see Form 3 SSL 
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Part 2 Details and Interactions 
 

Form 2 - Human activities during sighting events: 
Fill in Form 2 if the interviewee has seen whales while at sea (from the deck of a vessel) or had 
sightings from shore and observed whales interacting, responding to, or even observed in the 
vicinity of, any human activity.  Form 2 must be linked back to Form 1 through the same record 
number for reference to other detailed information regarding the sighting including, location, 
time, and sighting number etc. To the extent possible, the codes regarding fishing vessels should 
match those used in the Logbook Program portion of the program. Enter “unk” on the form if 
you are unable to answer a question and “O” or “other” if codes do not reflect the answer. 
Explain in the comments as applicable. More than one code may be entered in some fields. Enter 
the predominant code first. 
 
Record: 
Record number: Same as on Form 1 to link data on this sheet to other sighting data (such as 
area and time of sighting). All record numbers on Form 2 must match record numbers on Form 
1 and other forms as applicable. 
 
Human Activity 
 
Platform: What type of vessel or gear did you seen killer whales around? If you know the name 
of the vessel put this in comments. (see codes offered). 
 
Size: What size of vessel was it? Convert to feet. Estimates are ok. 
 
Gear: If it was a fishing vessel, what type of gear was it fishing? (Ok to enter more than one 
type, if for example crew members were jigging for halibut while soaking longline gear). 
 
Catch: What was the primary target species? (Enter codes) 
 
Bait: What was the primary bait used? (Enter codes, more than one ok). 
 
Activity: What activity was the vessel or gear engaged in? (Enter codes, more than one ok). 
 
Whale / Marine Mammal Activity 
 
Species:  What species were present (marine mammals/sharks)? 
 List species by code. Additional codes are listed in Appendix 2.  
 
ID:  Have you seen this whale or pod interacting with fishing gear before? This data may (or 
may not) appear on Form 1. If whales were recognized fill in “yes” and enter the information on 
the Resighting Form.  
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Behavior: What behavior did the whales show in response to the vessel, if any? 
(Enter code).  Use “0” for unlisted behaviors and report in comments. 
 
Deterrents: Were deterrents used against the whale? If so what where they?    (see codes 
offered). 
 
Response: If deterrent(s) used, what response, if any, did the whale(s) show?    (see codes 
offered). 
 
Distance:  How close did the whale(s) come to the human activity (vessel, gear)? Enter the 
closest distance between the whale and the human activity (i.e. the boat). 
 
Units:  Distance can be estimated in feet, yards, meters, mile/km fractions, or miles/km. Put the 
measurement unit used in this field. 

Examples for Form 2: 
In this example the interviewee remembered their fishing activity but only had some details on 
the fishing activities of their brother. In this case fill in information and note that this is a second 
hand report. The accuracy can then be reviewed during a subsequent interview with the brother if 
possible. See Example for Form 3 for entries of non-whale and human interaction activities on 
Form 2. 
 
Record  Human activity          

record # platform size gear catch bait activity

3      FV 35’ LL hal her, squ fish

R1     FV 40 LL hal ----- fish
 

Whale / marine mammal activity       

species ID behavior deterrents response distance units 

KW N 21,23?,25 N, left N, df 10 Ft. 

KW Y 23 ---- -----  -  -   ---- -- ---- - ---
 
Comments 

Record  
3- behavior- Thinks the whale may have been stealing fish but not sure. No “bites”, heads, but 
noticed that catch often “dropped” while whales were around. 
3-Deterents-sometimes he would move from the whales they usually didn’t follow. 
R1-Information on vessel, gear, hal, all second hand but pretty sure. Confirm. 
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Form 3 Marine Mammal Interactions and Predation Events 
 
Fill out this form if the interviewee answers “YES” to either of these questions: 
 
Have you seen killer whales interacting with any marine mammals around the Pribilof Islands ? 
 
Have you ever seen Steller seas lions or other marine mammals or sharks, pursue, injure, eat, 
kill, “play with”  or otherwise interact with fur seals?  
 
All killer whale entries must be linked back to Form 1 for reference to areas, times, and sighting 
number references or record numbers. Form 3 is divided into three sections, each linked by the 
Record ID. Make sure the Record ID matches for each section as well Form 1. Some fields may 
be the same as those found on Form 1. If so you can draw an arrow from the record number 
along the fields or write in “same”. 
 
Section 1: Basic information 
 
Record number: If the interaction involves killer whales, the record number should match that 
on Form 1 (Killer Sighting Form). If the interaction does not involve killer whales, but instead a 
Steller sea lion or other marine mammal or shark is observed interacting with fur seals for 
example, this would generate a new record number. Be very careful not to assign a record 
number already in use on Form 1 and to enter a “placeholder” record on Form 1.  
 
Where 
Event: Do you remember specifically where the event occurred? If you have more detail (than 
that entered on Form 1) fill this in. Use comments if helpful. If no more detailed information is 
available then was offered on Form 1 enter in “same”.  If no Form 1 was filled then enter in 
information as on Form 1. 
 
Vantage point: Where did you see this interaction  from?  Enter Vantage Points as with Form 1. 
However enter in more detailed information if it is available or if a Form 1 was not filled out for 
this event (as for a Steller sea lion/fur seal interaction). If the vantage point was from a vessel 
and a Form 1 was not filled out, then this would generate a record in Form 2. If the vantage point 
is the same as that on Form 1, indicate this by entering “same”. 
 
When 
Start Year, End Year, Month, Week, Date, Time of Day: Can you remember when you saw 
this event(s)?  As with location data only fill in if more detailed information specific to this 
observation is available or no Form1 was filled in. Otherwise enter “same”. 
 
Frequency of interaction 
Interactions: How often did you see interactions during this time in this area? 
Time period reference should match “When”. Number of sightings:_________ 
Per _________(year, season, month, week, day). 
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Human activity 
Did you see any human activity in the area of the interaction observation, such as fishing activity 
or gear? If so and it is not already recorded on Form 1, this would generate a new record on a 
Form 2.  
 
 
Section 2: Predator/pursuer 
 
Record #: Be sure to keep track of this. 
 
Species: What species can best be described as initiating the interaction (i.e. the pursuer, 
attacker, or aggressor? (usually this will be the killer whale, shark, or sea lion that is attacking a 
fur seal). 
 
Count: How many individuals of this species were there participating in the event? 
 
Composition  
How many of each age and sex category participated in the event?  Write “unk” if unknown. 
Bulls:  (adult males)? 
Adults:  (females or sub-adults)? 
Young:  (juveniles, calves or pups)? 
 
ID:  
ID: Were you able to recognize or identify a particular individual or group (pod)? If so fill out a 
Resighting and ID form). If not enter “no”. 
 
Tag/mark: Did you see any tags or brands on the animal(s)? If so please describe in detail. 
Enter this information on Form R (Resighting and Identification Form). 
 
Type: Looking at examples of the three types of whales, indicate  which one most resembles the 
whales you have seen? Show the three whale type descriptions and see if the interviewee 
recognizes the traits of one or the other. If more than one type is seen then indicate this on the 
form and in comments.  
 
Behavior: 
Behavior: How did predator/pursuer behave? Please describe in detail. Enter in the behavior 
code(s) that best describe the behavior and record details in comments section with record and 
field references.  Use “0” for unlisted behaviors and report in comments. 
 
Resight ID 
Have you seen this animal (killer whale, Steller sea lion, etc) before? If so record this on the 
Resighting Form. 
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Photo ID 
Do you have photographic or video images of this event? If yes fill in details on the Photo 
Record sheet). 
 
Section 3 Prey/Pursued 
 
Record #: Be sure to keep track of this. 
 
Species: In the interaction you observed (i.e. pursued, chased, played with, attacked, injured, or 
killed, enter the species that is best described as the prey)? (This will usually be a fur seal, 
harbor seal, porpoise, or other small marine mammal). 
 
Count: How many individuals of this species were involved in the event? 
 
Composition  
 How many of each age and sex category participated in the event?  Write “unk” if unknown. 
Bulls:  (adult males)? 
Adults:  (females or sub-adults)? 
Young:  (juveniles, calves or pups)? 
 
ID and Condition 
ID: Were you able to recognize or identify a particular individual or group (pod)? If so fill out 
Form R (Resighting and Identification Form). If not enter “no”. 
 
Tag/marks: Did you see any tags or brands on the animal(s)? If so please describe in detail. 
Enter this information on Form R and enter the ID code here. 
 
Condition: Could you see what condition the pursued animal was in? Describe the animal as 
you saw it at the end of the observation. Had it been injured or killed, or did it appear exhausted 
or agitated? Enter the code(s) that best reflect the description and fill out the details in 
comments. 
 
Behavior 
How did the prey/pursued behave? Please describe in detail. Enter in the behavior code(s) that 
best describes the behavior and record the details in the comments section with record and field 
references.  Use “0” for unlisted behaviors and report in comments. 
 
Resight ID  
Have you seen this animal (fur seal etc) before? If so record this on the Resighting Form .  
 
Photo ID  
Do you have photographic or video images of this event? If so fill in the details in the Photo 
Record sheet.. 
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Examples for Form 3: 
 
Q: Let’s explore, in detail, interactions you have seen between killer whale, fur seals and other 
marine mammals (and sharks).  Let’s start with a review of the Seal Beach interaction….. 
Q: Have you seen any other interactions between fur seals and other marine mammals or sharks? 
A: Yes, I once saw a Steller sea lion attack some fur seals. I think it was an attack. At first it 
seemed like they were playing chase. But later one of the seals, it was young, a little bigger than 
a pup, was pick up and tossed around, I think it was hurt. I remember it had a tag. 
Q: Alright let’s record this in a little more detail…(This generates a new record (and record 
number). The record does not need to generate a new Form 1 unless it involved a killer whale, 
which it doesn’t). 
 
Section 
1 Where (detailed) When           

Record 
# event  

vantage 
pt. 

Start 
year 

end 
year month week date 

time 
of 
day 

4 west Seal Beach 1-blind  1998  aug ----- 08/24/98 day 

5    
-

 -   Puffin Point 1-bluff 1995  sum
----
- ---- - day

Frequency of interactions  Human 

events per Activity 

 1 ----- None 

 1 -----  -  Other 
 
Section 2 Predator/pursuer Composition    ID     

Record # species count 
# 
bulls adults unk young ID tag/mark type 

4     KW 6 1 4 1 N N ---
5     --   SSL 1 1? ----- ----  N N ----- 

 
Behavior Resighted Photo 

behavior ID ID 

1,3,5,6,16  N N

1,2,3,4  N N
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Section 3 Prey   Composition    
ID and 
condition   

Record # species count 
# 
bulls adults unk young ID tag/mark condition 

4         NFS 1 ---- ---- 1 N N 2,4,5

5    -     NFS 2 ----- ---- -- 2 N Y 1,2,5

         
 
 

Behavior Resighted Photo 

behavior ID ID 

10,6,7,12  N N

11,  6,7  N  N 
 
 

Comments: Please give detailed descriptions 

Record  

4-Composition- the seal seemed kind of small. Maybe 2 year old/sub adult. It was hard to tell 
4- Behavior-The KW were swimming by and suddenly one of them (it wasn’t the bull either) swam
in close to the beach. The seals all were scrambling to get out of the water, but the KW grabbed 
one  pulled it back toward the pod. I saw it tossed and it try to sw m away but it was caught and
then we didn’t see it again. The KW pod swam away off sure shortly after. But the seals wouldn’t 
go in the water for as long as we were there (another hour). 

 

,  i  

5- When- can’t remember exact date.  It was late summer. 
5-Human-“other” occurred during a NFS capture. While researchers were working on the beach. I 
saw some of the seals scurried into the water, that’s when I saw the interaction.  

5 - # of Bulls- not totally  sure if it was a bull, but it seemed bigger than most SSL. 
5-Tag The seal had a small flipper tag. Couldn’t see color or number. -
5-Condition- one seals seemed ok, but other was injured “pretty bad or worse”. 
5-Behavior-

 
  

 
 

The seals started moving into the water during the recapture. Only about 10 seals 
scurried in most of them pups, around the beach/rock edge just down from where they 
recaptured the instrumented seal. Suddenly I saw this pretty big SSL rolling around in the surf. 
He seemed to be “playing” with something. Then I saw the two seal pups I had seen earlier. I 
noticed one had had a tag in his flipper. The other got away. But the SSL held on to the tagged
seal. Pulling on his back roughly, and pulling him under. I thought I saw him biting the pup. They
finally got lost in the surf so I never saw the out come, but that little guy looked in trouble. My
guess is he was at least injured pretty bad, and probably died. 
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Form 2 
 
The Steller Sea Lion interaction with the fur seal pup could create a Form 2 entry as it occurred 
near a human activity (research capture). Sometimes you will receive information “out of order” 
of the forms and questions and will need to go back and fill out a form later in the interview. 
 
 

Record  Human Activity          
record 
# platform size gear catch bait activity 
5 land ----  ----  ----  -----  res 

 

Whale / marine mammal activity       

species ID behavior deterrents response distance units 

NFS N      6,7,11 N N 100 Ft.
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Part 3 Impressions and Opinions 
 

Impressions Concerning Killer Whale Distribution and Fur Seal Predation 
Over Time.  
This section is unlike the first two parts as the structure will likely be more free form. The 
questions are provided as a guide but the nature of these types of questions will likely result in 
unpredictable answers. The interviewer may respond by recording answers and referring to the 
Form 4 as a guide to be sure all possible questions are covered. A short hand code list is provided 
to make comment recording more effective, but this should not be used at the expenses of 
recording details that may not “fit” the form mode. Familiarize yourself with the codes so that 
may be more useful. Eventually we may try to incorporate these impressions into a database 
format so do keep this in mind. Some degree of continuity, consistence and adherence to 
question flow will facilitate this. However the wording, time and even sequences of your actual 
dialog will likely change with each individual interview as you and the interview subject see fit. 
 
Now that we have recorded the basic facts of your sightings let’s review them and discuss some 
of your impressions and opinions on why you have seen what you have, where and when; what 
changes you may have seen over time and what your impressions are on way things may have 
changed. 
 

Form 4 (a) - Insights and opinions to answers given on Form 1 
Let’s review there areas you have mentioned seeing killer whales (refer to map). Have you 
noticed any patterns in where you’ve seen killer whales or details such as the direction in which 
they are usually moving at that location?  Do you have any thoughts on why you have seen them 
there/here rather than other areas? 
 
Have you noticed changes in where you have seen killer whales? Do they appear to have moved 
from one area to another? 
 
Do you have any thoughts on why these changes may have occurred? 
 
Now let’s review when you have sighted killer whales.  What is your opinion on why you have 
seen them in these area(s) at these times of year or times of day? 
 
Have you noticed changes over time in when you have seen killer whales? If so why do you 
think these changes have occurred? 
 
You may have observed certain numbers of bulls, adults and calves. Do you have any thoughts 
on why you observed the group compositions in the places at the times you have? Why do you 
think this is so? Have you noticed changes in composition and if so what are they and why do 
you think they are occurring? 
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If you have observed specific whales or pods in these areas at this time and resighted them later. 
What do you think brings these whales here and at these times? 
 
You may have observed certain behaviors in the whales in certain places/times? Do you have 
thoughts on why they behave this way? Have you noted change in behavior over time/space? If 
so how would you describe this change?  
 

Form 4 (b) - Insights and opinions on answers given on Form 2 and 3 
 
From Form 2: 
 
If you have observed killer whales around fishing boats what insights or comments do you have 
about their behavior?  Why do you believe they behave the way they do? 
 
Have you noticed whether any methods of deterrence that you used have worked to deter killer 
whales? Do you have any thoughts about which may? 
Have you noticed if killer whales are more likely to come into contact with other marine 
mammals (including fur seals) around fishing activates/gear? If so why? 
From Form 3: 
If you witnessed interaction between killer whales, fur seals, and other marine mammals or fur 
seals interacting with sharks describe your impressions of why these interactions occurred where 
and when they do.   
Have you noted changes over time and area of such interactions? Or how often do they occur? If 
so why do you think these changes have taken place? 
Have you noticed changes in the number of whales (other predator/pursuers) involved in these 
interactions, the sex and age or the type whales involved over time/area? If so why do you think 
these changes have occurred? 
Have you noticed changes in the type or intensity of the behavior in these interactions (for both 
the pursuer and pursed)? Why do you believe these behavior changes have taken place?   
Have you noticed changes in how many seals there are at the haul outs, rookeries, in the water, 
in relation to the presence of killer whales in proximity to the islands? 
If so, what are these changes? Over what time period? (Seasonal, yearly, decade, etc.) (In what 
areas?) 
 
Why do you think these changes occurred? 
Have you noted changes in the condition or the animals involved in the interactions? Were you 
able to notice if these interactions result in more or less injuries/mortalities? 
If you have resighted whales/marine mammals engaged in these interactions why do you think 
you have seen them in these places at these times? 
Have you notice changes in resighting events (more or less over time and area)? If so why do 
you think this occurs? 
 
Other Comments and Questions 
 
Descriptive Narrative of Observed Changes 
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Is there a story that you know of and can share that has been passed down that gives you an idea 
that things have changed between now and the past regarding when whales are seen?  Or where 
they are seen?  Or how many are seen? Or changes in their number, type, and behavior? 
 
Do you have any other information/concerns/comments to offer?   
Or materials such as photos, video or logbooks that you think may be of interest to this project? 
 

Examples for Form 4:  
An example is provided below of how Form 4 may be filled out. Only the first part is shown. 
Ideally all of the comments can be put on the form. 
 
“There use to more sightings around seal beach because there were more pups there. Not sure 
why they have moved to Rocky Point, could be they were always there. We just didn’t go there 
much until they improved the road about five years ago. Seems like there are less sightings now 
though and less calves.  I think they come to Deep Reef for the same reason we do - to catch fish. 
Then some of them get lazy or smart and learn to pull our catch off the line. Always been that 
way, but they don’t always do it. Mostly we would see killer whales in the summer when they 
follow the fish and marine mammals. But at seal beach we would often see them in the fall. 
Maybe they were waiting for pups to come into the water. Killer whales may be around at night 
but we don’t see them then cuz were are in bed. We see less in the winter because we get out less 
to look.”
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Form 4 Example (Continued) 
 
Form 4 (Insights to answers given on Form 1)       DRAFT     page ___of ____. 
Interview ID______________ Interviewer:____________ Date: month______day_____2006. 
Form 
1 Record 1 2 3 4 R1 5             
1 location 53, 34 10 7,1,52 9 1,5         
2 time of year 9,7,14,33            ----------------> 9 14
3 time of day 33             33 33 33 33
4 sighting number 34            38,48,10 53 53
5 number/ sighting 38, 48 38,48,10 53  53         
6 composition 48, 38 48, 38 53  53         
7 type               
8 whale / Pod ID      45         
9 behavior 22, 10 11 53 53 37         
10 other species       see form 3       
Comments                         
Record #-reference number             
1 location: Not sure why. Did not obs. this area until 2001.          
1 Time of year: thinks chasing fish, MM, and FV vessel, in summer more of all these. Also says doesn't get out as much in winter  
  to look for whales. Time of day: More time watching during day.         
2 & 4 loc. Number of pups has declined. So less whales. Tof Y:Pups in summer. More time watching during day.   
3 Loc/t of Y. They come to get fish and learn to take catch. Not sure if changed.More time watching during day.  
3 sight number: not sure if changed "varies but always been KW taking fish off lines, way back to when the foreign boats fished." 
1 sight/number. Seems like less whales than used to be. Esp. at seal rock. Maybe due to less pups.      
2 Sight: Less sightings cuz. Didn't go there much before 2000. But also seems like fewer whales.      
2/R1 Haven't notice change in number but there seem to work together. Except for the lone bull on R1.      
1 & 2 Comp. Thinks there used to be bigger groups with more calves.          
R1  whale ID : that whale has been around a long time taking fish. Every one knows him.       

4 Behavior; See Form 3 for details. Thinks pod might have been trying to teach calf how to take seals. Thinks this might have been 

  quite common as others in village have seen KW take seals but not last year…also seen SSL (see Form 3 record 5) 
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Appendix 1 - Reference maps of St. Paul and St. George Island. 
 
Map of St. Paul Island showing the LTK sighting ID grid. 
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St. George Island showing the LTK sighting ID grid. 
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Appendix 2   Species Codes 
 
 

BBW Baird's Beaked Whale Berardius bairdii 
BHW Bowhead Whale Balaena mysticetus 
BRW Black Right Whale Balaena glacialis 
BS Bearded Seal Erignathus barbatus 
BSBW Bering Sea Beaked Whale Mesoplodon stejnegeri 
BW Blue Whale Balaenoptera musculus 
CSL California Sea Lion Zalophus californianus 
DL Beluga Delphinapterus leucas 
DP Dall's Porpoise Phocoenoides dalli dalli 
FW Fin Whale Balaenoptera physalus 
GB Goosebeak Whale Ziphius cavirostris 
GW Gray Whale Eschrichtius robustus 
HP Harbor Porpoise Phocoena phocoena 
HS Harbor Seal Phoca vitulina 
HW Humpback Whale Megaptera novaeangliae 
KW Killer Whale Orcinus orca 
MW Minke Whale Balaenoptera  
NES Northern Elephant Seal Mirounga angustirostris 
NFS Northern Fur Seal Callorhinus ursinus 
NRWD Northern Right Whale  Lissodelphis borealis 
PWD Pacific Whitesided  Lagenorhynchus  
RBS Ribbon Seal Histriophoca fasciata 
RGS Ringed Seal Pusa hispida 
SO Sea Otter Enhydra lutris 
SPMW Sperm Whale Physeter macrocephalus 
SPW Shortfin Pilot Whale Globicephala  
SS Spotted Seal Phoca largha 
SSL Steller Sea Lion Eumetopias jubatus 
SW Sei Whale Balaenoptera borealis 
WALRUS Walrus Odobenus rosmarus 

 
Unidentified Wildlife 
UNDPIN Unidentified pinniped 
UNDSL Unidentified sea lion 
UNDS Unidentified seal 
UNDC Unidentified cetacean 
UNDDP Unidenified porpoise 
UWHALE Unidentified Whale 
UMMAM Marine Mammal  
SHARK Unidentified shark 
UNKFW Unidentified Wildlife 
OTHER Describe 
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Appendix 3   Interview Question List 
 
Let’s begin with the most basic information first.” 
 

Form 1-Section 1 
Where 
Whales’ Location: 

Let’s list all the places you have seen killer whales. We can refer to maps.  
Let’s try by listing “areas” (by order of most recent sightings) and then go back through time to 
some of your earliest sightings for each area. 
 
Are there any other places you have seen killer whales? (Get the years, seasons, weeks, and 
dates, and times of day where possible, but don’t let the process bog the interview down). 
 
EXAMPLE Response to an answer involving other species:  “We will go over the whales first 
and get back to the Steller Sea Lion”. 
 

Vantage point 
Now lets see if you can remember where you were when you saw the whales in these areas (for 
each record). Where were you for each sighting? Regardless of where the whales were, where 
did you see the whales from? 
 

When  
(Can you remember..) When was the first time you ever saw a killer whale in each area? 
 Repeat this question for each area (record number) or group them by time if it is the same for all 
 

Start year/End year 
During or over what years have you seen killer whales in this area? 
(First year sighting : ________ to last year of sightings________ Year.) 
 

Month/Season 
At what time of year have you seen whales here?  Let us know the month(s) or season(s) when 
you saw whales, or saw whales more often than at other times. For example “I usually see 
whales here throughout the summer, but I always see them in August.”  
 

Week 
Are there particular weeks of the months you have seen whales? 
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Date 
Do you remember a particular day when you saw whales (the date) in this area?  Ask this for 
each area listed (record). 
 

Time of Day 
At what time of day or night do you usually observe killer whales in this area, at this time of 
year? 
 

Distance from viewer 
Can you estimate the closest distance the whales were from you during the sighting(s). 
 

Sighting confidence 
Please rate how sure you are of the species identification for this sighing(s). On a scale from 1-
5, with 5 being the most confident, lets review your confidence in the species, age, and sex 
identification you were able to make for the specific sighting(s) as well as confidence in the 
number of whales you sighted. REASSURANCE PHRASE: Rating species confidence is a 
valuable measure of data confidence and does not reflect poorly on sighting skills. There are 
many factors that effect species ID in the field, weather, visibility, distance etc.   

 

Form 1-Section 2 
Total sightings/whales per sighting 
Sightings 

 Ok now let’s see if we can remember some specifics regarding the sightings. In cases where we 
have grouped sightings give us your best estimates of how many you usually saw, this can 
include a range. How often did you see killer whales in [state each area one at a time in 
Section1] during [state the time period given for each area]?  Write in number of sightings: Per 
(year, season, month, week, day).  
 

Number of whales 
Now let us record how many (total) whales you can recall usually seeing during a sighting in 
this area and time period)? If you are considering several sightings that are grouped’ then give 
the number of whales you would usually see.”  
 

Min/max 
What is the exact or range of the number of whales in each sighting? 
 

Composition  
Let's go through each record (area) and see if you can identify whether the whales were adult 
males or females or young.  

Bulls 
How many male whales (mature bulls) do you usually see during a sighting (in this area and 
time period)?  

Adults 
How many adult (non mature bulls or adults of unknown sex and age) whales do you usually see 
during a sighting (in this area and time period)? 
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Young 

How many young (calf) whales do you usually see during a sighting (in this area and time 
period)?  
 

Recognition 
Tag/mark 

Did you notice any tags or distinctive marks on any of the whales (such as scars, bullet holes, 
etc). Was the whale entangled?  
 

Resight 
Do you think you may have seen this whale or group before? If so, can you identify this whale or 
group specifically? What characteristics lead you to recognize the same whale or group? Are 
there markings, behaviors, or other characteristics that allow you to recognize the whale or 
group? 
 

Photo 
Do you have any photographs or video images of the whales? If so, could we look at or copy 
them? 
 

Reported 
FOR INTERVIEWER: if you, the interviewer, thinks this sighting (of this or these whales in the 
same place at the same time) has been reported in this or any other program, answer “y” yes and 
fill in comments the details concerning another report of the same sighting.  OTHERWISE, use 
this as an opportunity to note the names of any other people who were present at this sighting. 
 

Behavior 
How do the whales behave? Describe any changes in behavior as you have observed them. 
 

Interact 
Did the whales respond to any human activity  in the area? Did you see them interacting with 
fishing gear, bow riding, following boats ? 

Form 2 - Human activities during sighting events: 
Record: 
Record number 

Same as on Form 1 to link data on this sheet to other sighting data (such as area and time of 
sighting). All record numbers on Form 2 must match record numbers on Form 1 and other forms 
as applicable. 
 
 

 
Human Activity 
Platform 

What type of vessel or gear did you seen killer whales around? (see codes offered). 
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Size 

What size of vessel was it?  Estimating is okay. 
 

Gear 
If it was a fishing vessel, what type of gear was it fishing? (Ok to enter more than one type, for 
example jigging while soaking longline gear). 
 

Catch 
What was the primary target species? 
 

Bait 
What was the primary bait used? 
 

Activity 
What activity was the vessel or gear engaged in? (more than one ok). 
 
 

Whale / Marine Mammal Activity 
 

Species 
What species were present (marine mammals/sharks)? 
 

ID 
Have you seen this whale or pod interacting with fishing gear before? 
 

Behavior 
What behavior did the whales show in response to the vessel, if any? 
 

Deterrents 
Were deterrents used against the whale? If so what where they?    (see codes offered). 
 

Response 
If deterrent(s) used, what response, if any, did the whale(s) show?    (see codes offered). 
 

Distance 
What was the closest the whale(s) come to the human activity (vessel, gear)? 
 

Units 
Distance can be estimated in feet, yards, meters, mile/km fractions, or miles/km. Put the 
measurement unit used in this field. 
 
 

Form 3 Marine Mammal Interactions and Predation Events 
Fill this if the interviewee answers “YES” to either of these questions: 
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• Have you seen killer whales interacting with any marine mammals around the Pribilof 
Islands ? 

• Have you ever seen Steller seas lions or other marine mammals or sharks, pursue, injure, 
eat, kill, “play with”  or otherwise interact with fur seals?  

 
Let’s explore, in detail, interactions you have seen between killer whale, fur seals and other 
marine mammals (and sharks).  Have you seen any other interactions between fur seals and 
other marine mammals or sharks? 
 

Section 1 
Record number 

If the interaction involves killer whales, the record number should match that on Form 1 (Killer 
Sighting Form). If the interaction does not involve killer whales, but instead a Steller sea lion or 
other marine mammal or shark is observed interacting with fur seals for example, this would 
generate a new record number. Be very careful not to assign a record number already in use on 
Form 1 and to enter a “placeholder” record on Form 1. 
 

Where 
Event 

Do you remember specifically where the event occurred? 
 

Vantage point 
Where did you see this interaction  from? 
 

When 
Start Year, End Year, Month, Week, Date, Time of Day 

Can you remember when you saw this event(s)? 
 

Frequency of interaction 
Interactions 

How often did you see interactions during this time in this area? 
 

Per _________(year, season, month, week, day). 
 

Human activity 
Did you see any human activity in the area of the interaction observation, such as fishing activity 
or gear?  
 
 

Section 2: Predator/pursuer 
 

Record #: Be sure to keep track of this. 
 

Species: What species can best be described as initiating the interaction (i.e. the pursuer, attacker, 
or aggressor? 
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Count: How many individuals of this species were there participating in the event? 
 

Composition  
How many of each age and sex category participated in the event?  Write “unk” if unknown. 

Bulls 
(adult males)? 

Adults 
(females or sub-adults)? 

Young 
(juveniles, calves or pups)? 

 
ID 

Were you able to recognize or identify a particular individual or group (pod)? If so fill out Form 
R) 

Tag/mark 
Did you see any tags or brands on the animal(s)? If so please describe in detail. Enter 
information on Form R and enter ID code here. 
 

Type 
Looking at examples of the three types of whales, indicate which one most resembles the whales 
you have seen? Show the three whale type descriptions and see if the interviewee recognizes the 
traits of one or the other. If more than one type is seen then indicate this on the form and in 
comments.  
 

Behavior 
Behavior 

How did predator/pursuer behave? Please describe in detail.  
 
 

Resighted 
ID 

Have you seen this animal (killer whale, Steller sea lion, etc) before? If so record this on the 
Form R. 
 

Photo 
ID 

Do you have photographic or video images of this event?  
 

Section 3 Prey/Pursued 
 

Record # 
Be sure to keep track of this. 
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Species 
In the interaction you observed (i.e. pursued, chased, played with, attacked, injured, or killed, 
enter the species that is best described as the prey)? 
 

Count 
How many individuals of this species were involved in the event? 
 

Composition  
 How many of each age and sex category participated in the event?  Write “unk” if unknown. 

 
Bulls 

(adult males)? 
Adults 

(females or sub-adults)? 
Young 

(juveniles, calves or pups)? 
 
 
ID and Condition 
ID 

Were you able to recognize or identify a particular individual or group (pod)? If so fill out Form 
R. 
 

Tag/marks 
Did you see any tags or brands on the animal(s)? If so please describe in detail. Enter this 
information on Form R and enter the ID code here. 
 

Condition 
Could you see what condition the pursued animal was in? Describe the animal as you saw it at 
the end of the observation. Had it been injured or killed, or did it appear exhausted or agitated?  
 

Behavior 
How did the prey/pursued behave? Please describe in detail. 
 

Resight ID 
Have you seen this animal (fur seal etc) before? If so record this on Form R. 
 

Photo ID 
Do you have photographic or video images of this event? If so fill in the details on Form P 
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LTK Survey Tracking page____of ____

Interviewee Interviewer Date Interview ID Form #s Photos Status Comments

mm/dd/yy y/n
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Interview Contact Sheet
Contact information

Interviewee name: Interview ID:

M or F (circle) DOB OK to Record Interview for data clarification only Initials

Interviewer(s):

Date of interview: Group interview: y/n Number in group:

Contact person(s):

Dates Phone(s) Address(es)

Vessel ID (ADFG #): Vessel Name:

Survey information

Days available for interview:

Contact dates: Notes

Participant background (fill in yes/no or notes-use back if necessary): Check the back of the form!

Wants (needs) more information:

Has reservations, complaints:

Is interested and would like to see results and/or participate in future studies:

Is participant in  logbook program:      
Has other information of interest (stories, past sightings, options ideas: use back of sheet):
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Back of Form: Notes and Comments:
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Form 1 Comments

Record # data field comment

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.
Vantage pt. Week Time of day Behavior Codes interact

1 from land 1 1st week dawn 1=Pursuing-following 14=Flipper-tail slapping N none

2 from vessel 2 2nd week dusk 2=Interacting-"playing" 15=Breaching H with humans/gear

3 from air 3 3rd week day 3=Aggression 16=Feeding-hunting A with other animals

Months 4 4th week night 4=Attack with contact 17=Porposing

First three letters of month. 5=Injuring-killing 18=Breeding

jan January 6=Agitated 19=Resting-not moving

feb February 7=Avoidance 20=Dead (describe)

Seasons ID confidence Direction 8=Ignoring -no response 21=Contact w/ gear-vessel

spr spring mar-may 1 unlikely N=north 9=Patrolling 22=Entangled in gear

sum summer jun-aug 2 unsure S= south 10=Leaving the water 23=Feeding from gear

fal fall sep-nov 3 likely E=east 11=Entering the water 24=Feeding on discards

win winter dec-feb 4 sure W=west 12=On land 25=Bow or wake riding

5 confirmed 13=Swimming-traveling 26=Swimming near gear
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Form 1 Comments

Record # data field comment

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.
Vantage pt. Week Time of day Behavior Codes interact

1 from land 1 1st week dawn 1=Pursuing-following 14=Flipper-tail slapping N none

2 from vessel 2 2nd week dusk 2=Interacting-"playing" 15=Breaching H with humans/gear

3 from air 3 3rd week day 3=Aggression 16=Feeding-hunting A with other animals

Months 4 4th week night 4=Attack with contact 17=Porposing

First three letters of month. 5=Injuring-killing 18=Breeding

jan January 6=Agitated 19=Resting-not moving

feb February 7=Avoidance 20=Dead (describe)

Seasons ID confidence Direction 8=Ignoring -no response 21=Contact w/ gear-vessel

spr spring mar-may 1 unlikely N=north 9=Patrolling 22=Entangled in gear

sum summer jun-aug 2 unsure S= south 10=Leaving the water 23=Feeding from gear

fal fall sep-nov 3 likely E=east 11=Entering the water 24=Feeding on discards

win winter dec-feb 4 sure W=west 12=On land 25=Bow or wake riding

5 confirmed 13=Swimming-traveling 26=Swimming near gear
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Form 2 Human activity during sighting events DRAFT page ___of ____.

Interview ID:_____________________ Interviewer:__________________ Date: month________date________2006. Time:________________

Record Human activity Whale / marine mammal activity Other species

record # platform size gear catch bait activity distance units behavior deterrents response ID species behavior

code code code code code code code code y/n code code

multiple multiple multiple multiple multiple multiple multiple multiple

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.
Platform Catch Activity Behavior and Interaction codes Deterrents Response
FV=fishing vessel hal=halibut travel=traveling 1=Pursuing-following 14=Flipper-tail slapping left none
MV=marine v. gc=grey cod idle 2=Interacting-"playing" 15=Breaching rg=run gear left
RV=research v. bc=black cod anchor 3=Aggression 16=Feeding-hunting noise ma=moved away
BV=barge rf=rock fish set=setting 4=Attack with contact 17=Porposing chase=chasing mc=move closer
land pol=pollock soak=soaking 5=Injuring-killing 18=Breeding none startled

crab=crab retr=retrieving 6=Agitated 19=Resting-not moving Species codes agt=agitated
Gear Bait bait=baiting 7=Avoidance 20=Dead (describe) KW=killer whale fol=follow
LL=longline her=herring gut=gutting 8=Ignoring -no response 21=Contact w/ gear-vessel NFS=n. fur seal df=don't folllow
jig squ=squid trawl=trawling 9=Patrolling 22=Entangled in gear SSL=Steller S. lion
RR=rod/reel oct=octopus jig=jigging 10=Leaving the water 23=Feeding from gear DP=Dall's porpoise
pot cod=cod Fish=general fishing 11=Entering the water 24=Feeding on discards SO=sea otter
PS=pot string lure=lure hunt=hunting 12=On land 25=Bow or wake riding HS=harbor seal
trawl 13=Swimming-traveling 26=Swimming near gear See Appen. 2 for codes
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Form 2 Comments

Record # field
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Form 3 Interaction and/or predation events (Killer whales, Steller Sea lions, shark, and fur seals) DRAFT page ___of ____.

Interview ID____________________ Interviewer:__________________ Date: month_________ date________2006. Time:________________

Section 1 Where (detailed) When Number of interactions Human

Record # event vantage pt. start year end year month week date time of day events per activity

code/exact code code code y/n

Section 2 Predator/pursuer Composition ID Behavior Resighted Photo

Record # species number # bulls adults young ID tag/mark type behavior ID ID

code best best best y/n y/n y/n

average average average

Section 3 Prey Composition ID and condition Behavior Resighted Photo

Record # species number # bulls adults young ID tag/mark condition behavoir ID ID

code best best best y/n y/n y/n

average average average
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Form 3 Comments

Record # data field

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.

Months Vantage pt. Human activity Condition Species Behavior and Interaction Codes

First 3 letters of month. 1= land fish= fishing 1=good KW=killer whale 1=Pursuing-following 14=Flipper-tail slapping

jan= January 2=vessel ves=other vessle 2= stressed NFS=n. fur seal 2=Interacting-"playing" 15=Breaching

feb= February 3=from air none=none 3=entangel SSL=Steller S. lion 3=Aggression 16=Feeding-hunting

Seasons tag/mark 4= injured DP=Dall's porpoise 4=Attack with contact 17=Porposing

spr= spring tag 5=bad injury SO=sea otter 5=Injuring-killing 18=Breeding

sum= summer tag 6=old injury HS=harbor seal 6=Agitated 19=Resting-not moving

fal= fall brand 7=sick HP=harbor porpoise 7=Avoidance 20=Dead (describe)

win= winter scar 8=dying SPMW=sperm whale 8=Ignoring -no response 21=Contact with gear-f/v

Week Time of day Type 9=dead UWHALE=whale uniden. 9=Patrolling 22=Entangled in gear

1 1st week dawn unk=unknown UNDPIN=unid.. pinniped 10=Leaving the water 23=Feeding from gear

2 2nd week dusk res=resident Shark 11=Entering the water 24=Feeding on discards

3 3rd week day time tran=tranisitent See Appen. 2 for codes 12=On land 25=Bow or wake riding
4 4th week night time off=off shore 13=Swimming-traveling 26=Swimming near gear
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Form 4 (a)  (Insights to answers given on Form 1) DRAFT page ___of ____.
Interview ID______________ Interviewer:____________ Date: month______day_____2006.
Form 1 Record #

1 location

2 time of year

3 time of day

4 sighting number

5 number/ sighting

6 composition

7 type

8 whale / Pod ID

9 behavior

10 other species

Comments
Record #-reference number

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.
Why Observer effect Change
1=follow FV 11=access to fur seals 21=no ice 31=poor visibility 35=many more 45=steadily

2=follow MV 12=access to harbor seals 22=traveling by 32=good visibility 36=more 46=abruptly

3=avoid MV 13=access to SSL 23=migration 33=more time there 37=same 47=not noticeable

4=avoid FV 14=more fishing activity 24=breeding 34=less time there 38=less 48=slight change

5=feed on catch/discards 15=less fishing activity 25=territorial 39=much less 49=yes

6=feed on garbage 16=find shelter 26=meeting 40=none b4 50=no

7= access fish prey 17=hide 27=avoid predator 41=none 51=maybe

8=less fish prey 18=warmer 28=avoiding bulls 42=fast 52=don't know

9=access to mm prey 19=colder 29=courting 43=slowly 53=not sure

10=less mm prey 20=ice 30=playing 44=incrementally 54=sure
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Form 4 (a) Comments and codes
Record #-reference number

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.

Why Observer effect Change
1=follow FV 11=access to fur seals 21=no ice 31=poor visibility 35=many more 45=steadily

2=follow MV 12=access to harbor seals 22=traveling by 32=good visibility 36=more 46=abruptly

3=avoid MV 13=access to SSL 23=migration 33=more time there 37=same 47=not noticeable

4=avoid FV 14=more fishing activity 24=breeding 34=less time there 38=less 48=slight change

5=feed on catch/discards 15=less fishing activity 25=territorial 39=much less 49=yes

6=feed on garbage 16=find shelter 26=meeting 40=none b4 50=no

7= access fish prey 17=hide 27=avoid predator 41=none 51=maybe

8=less fish prey 18=warmer 28=avoiding bulls 42=fast 52=don't know

9=access to mm prey 19=colder 29=courting 43=slowly 53=not sure

10=less mm prey 20=ice 30=playing 44=incrementally 54=sure
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Form 4 (b) (Insights on answers given on Form 2 and 3) page ___of ____.
Interview ID _______Interviewer:____Date: month______day_____2 Time____________

Form 2 Record # 1

11 there

12 then

13 behavior

Form 3 Record # 1

14 species 

15 number

16 composition

17 ID

18 type

19 behavior

20 species 

21 number

22 composition

23 condition

24 behavior

Comments

Form-Record #-Reference #

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.

Why Observer effect Change

1=follow FV 11=access to fur seals 21=no ice 31=poor visibility 35=many more 45=steadily

2=follow MV 12=access to harbor seals 22=traveling by 32=good visibility 36=more 46=abruptly

3=avoid MV 13=access to SSL 23=migration 33=more time there 37=same 47=not noticeable

4=avoid FV 14=more fishing activity 24=breeding 34=less time there 38=less 48=slight change

5=feed on catch/discards 15=less fishing activity 25=territorial 39=much less 49=yes

6=feed on garbage 16=find shelter 26=meeting 40=none b4 50=no

7= access fish prey 17=hide 27=avoid predator 41=none 51=maybe

8=less fish prey 18=warmer 28=avoiding bulls 42=fast 52=don't know

9=access to mm prey 19=colder 29=courting 43=slowly 53=not sure

10=less mm prey 20=ice 30=playing 44=incrementally 54=sure
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Form 4 (b) Comments and codes

Form-Record #-Reference #

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.

Why Observer effect Change

1=follow FV 11=access to fur seals 21=no ice 31=poor visibility 35=many more 45=steadily

2=follow MV 12=access to harbor seals 22=traveling by 32=good visibility 36=more 46=abruptly

3=avoid MV 13=access to SSL 23=migration 33=more time there 37=same 47=not noticeable

4=avoid FV 14=more fishing activity 24=breeding 34=less time there 38=less 48=slight change

5=feed on catch/discards 15=less fishing activity 25=territorial 39=much less 49=yes

6=feed on garbage 16=find shelter 26=meeting 40=none b4 50=no

7= access fish prey 17=hide 27=avoid predator 41=none 51=maybe

8=less fish prey 18=warmer 28=avoiding bulls 42=fast 52=don't know

9=access to mm prey 19=colder 29=courting 43=slowly 53=not sure

10=less mm prey 20=ice 30=playing 44=incrementally 54=sure
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Resighting and Identification Form R DRAFT page ___of ____.

Interview ID____________ Interviewer:__________________ Date: month_________ day________2006. Time:___________

Sighting information Number and composition photo ID number

record # platform first date last date # of sightings areas most number # bulls adults young y/n (assigned)

Describe specific marks, scares, tags, behaviors. Draw picture of animal showing where marks are on the body.

Comments

Record # data field comment
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More Comments and Description

Record # data field comment
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Photo/Video Tracking Log for LTK

Participant Interviewer Interview ID

Sighting Information Image Information Transfer dates

Record # Dates Photographer Photo/Video # Image # / time Photo ID # Copied Returned Use OK Notes

y/n
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Form 1

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.
Months ID confidence Direction Behavior and Interaction Codes
First three letters of month. 1 unlikely N=north 1=Pursuing-following 14=Flipper-tail slapping

jan January 2 unsure S= south 2=Interacting-"playing" 15=Breaching
feb February 3 likely E=east 3=Aggression 16=Feeding-hunting

Seasons 4 sure W=west 4=Attack with contact 17=Porposing
spr spring mar-may 5 confirmed 5=Injuring-killing 18=Breeding

sum summer jun-aug Vantage pt. 6=Agitated 19=Resting-not moving
fal fall sep-nov 1 from land 7=Avoidance 20=Dead (describe)

win winter dec-feb 2 from vessel 8=Ignoring -no response 21=Contact w/ gear-vessel
Week Time of day 3 from air 9=Patrolling 22=Entangled in gear

1 1st week dawn 10=Leaving the water 23=Feeding from gear
2 2nd week dusk 11=Entering the water 24=Feeding on discards
3 3rd week day time 12=On land 25=Bow or wake riding
4 4th week night time 13=Swimming-traveling 26=Swimming near gear

Form 2

Codes: "Other" ("O"), always a comment generator (include reference to field). See next page for comments.
Platform Catch Activity Behavior and Interaction codes Deterre
FV=fishing vessel hal=halibut travel=traveling 1=Pursuing-following 14=Flipper-tail slapping Deterrents
MV=marine v. gc=grey cod idle 2=Interacting-"playing" 15=Breaching left
RV=research v. bc=black cod anchor 3=Aggression 16=Feeding-hunting rg=run gear
BV=barge rf=rock fish set=setting 4=Attack with contact 17=Porposing noise
land pol=pollock soak=soaking 5=Injuring-killing 18=Breeding chase=chasing

crab=crab retr=retrieving 6=Agitated 19=Resting-not moving none
Gear Bait bait=baiting 7=Avoidance 20=Dead (describe)
LL=longline her=herring gut=gutting 8=Ignoring -no response 21=Contact w/ gear-vessel
jig squ=squid trawl=trawling 9=Patrolling 22=Entangled in gear
RR=rod/reel oct=octopus jig=jigging 10=Leaving the water 23=Feeding from gear
pot cod=cod Fish=general fishing 11=Entering the water 24=Feeding on discards
PS=pot string lure=lure hunt=hunting 12=On land 25=Bow or wake riding
trawl 13=Swimming-traveling 26=Swimming near gear
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Form 3

Codes: Enter "other" for fields that don't have the code you need (add commnets). Enter "unk" if not known.
Months Human activity Vantage pt Species Behavior and Interaction Codes
First three letters of month. fish= fishing 1= land KW=killer whale 1=Pursuing-following 14=Flipper-tail slapping

jan= January ves=other vessle 2=vessel NFS=n. fur seal 2=Interacting-"playing" 15=Breaching
feb= February none=none 3=from air SSL=Steller S. lion 3=Aggression 16=Feeding-hunting

Seasons tag/mark Condition DP=Dall's porpoise 4=Attack with contact 17=Porposing
spr= spring mar-may tag 1=good SO=sea otter 5=Injuring-killing 18=Breeding

sum= summer jun-aug tag 2= stressed HS=harbor seal 6=Agitated 19=Resting-not moving
fal= fall sep-nov brand 3=entangel HP=harbor porpoise 7=Avoidance 20=Dead (describe)

win= winter dec-feb scar 4= injured SPMW=sperm whale 8=Ignoring -no response 21=Contact with gear-f/v
Week Time of day Type 5=bad injury UWHALE=whale uniden9=Patrolling 22=Entangled in gear

1 1st week dawn unk=unknown 6=old injury UNDPIN=unid.. pinnipe 10=Leaving the water 23=Feeding from gear
2 2nd week dusk res=resident 7=sick Shark 11=Entering the water 24=Feeding on discards
3 3rd week day time tran=tranisitent 8=dying 12=On land 25=Bow or wake riding
4 4th week night time off=off shore 9=dead 13=Swimming-traveling 26=Swimming near gear

Form 4

Why Observer effect Change
1=follow FV 11=access to fur seals 21=no ice 31=poor visibility 35=many more 45=steadily
2=follow MV 12=access to harbor seals 22=traveling by 32=good visibility 36=more 46=abruptly
3=avoid MV 13=access to SSL 23=migration 33=more time there 37=same 47=not noticeable
4=avoid FV 14=more fishing activity 24=breeding 34=less time there 38=less 48=slight change
5=feed on catch/discards 15=less fishing activity 25=territorial 39=much less 49=yes
6=feed on garbage 16=find shelter 26=meeting 40=none b4 50=no
7= access fish prey 17=hide 27=avoid predator 41=none 51=maybe
8=less fish prey 18=warmer 28=avoiding bulls 42=fast 52=don't know
9=access to mm prey 19=colder 29=courting 43=slowly 53=not sure
10=less mm prey 20=ice 30=playing 44=incrementally 54=sure
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